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The Influence of Dorothy Wordsworth
on Coleridge and Wordsworth
Chapter I. Introduction
The influence of Dorothy Wordsworth on Coleridge and
Wordsworth is a very important one and it can be definitely
traced through the study of Dorothy’s letters and journals as
well as in the writings of both men. It is only natural that
her influence on her brother should be greater and cover a
longer period of time, but during the period when Coleridge
shared her companionship with William, Coleridge did his finest
work. Dorothy's influence, as we shall see, was not an entire-
ly literary one although her writings possess their own part-
icular charm. Her greatest gift to William and Coleridge was
that blend of affection, admiration and faith in their ability
|
which she supplied as wholeheartedly as she looked after their
physical wants and acted as their audience, amanuensis and
critic.
In tracing the influence of Dorothy on these two men, I
have chosen to write this paper along biographical lines in
order to show the reader how Dorothy's Influence began, how it
developed, and its tremendous value in the lives and writings
of the Coleridge and Wordsworth For the biographical studies of
Dorothy Wordsworth, I am particularly Indebted to Miss I^/Iaclean's
I
study of the early life of Dorothy Wordsworth^ and to the very
|
1. C.M.Maclean Dorothy Wordsworth
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complete biografhy with its wealth of quotations which Mr,
DeSelincourt^ has written. I have emphasized in the early life
of Dorothy Wordsworth only those parts vdiich I think, are nec-
essary to a better \mderstanding of her character and person-
ality, and have tried to stress particularly those periods in
vfeich her Influence on her brother and Coleridge may be clearly
seen and understood.
2. De Sellncourt ' Dorothy Wordsworth E
- 2-
, iM rfoldrr anoitf.pctoi/p 'Ir, rf^;TiJovr arfiv/ T/ir 6^eIqmoj
elll vjl'ijso 9dii fil bD^lssffquo ^vr.d I . Toi:^-iv/ z&ri ^3‘iuooatleZoCl
-ODH 0^12 I r£o-trfe' sctincj 9sorf;t 'jirro rf^'iowsbrzoW
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Chapter II The Early Years
William Wordsworth and his sister Dorothy were born at
Cockermouth, England of good Yorkshire stock in the years, 1770 !
and 1771 respectively. In age little more than a year apart,
in temperament alike yet different, they were ideal companions.
Both were affectionate, sensitive, excitable; but to the rougher
and more passionate nature of the boy, Dorothy brought tender-
ness, delicacy, and even quicker perception. The few loving
records of her childhood preserved for us by William bear wit-
j
ness to that abnormal sensibility, that union of alert vision
with instinctive sympathy which only grew with the years. ^ In
recollection of their short childhood together, he wrote ”The
Sparrow’s Nest” vdilch gives us a charming picture of Dorothy:
"Behold, within the leafy shade.
Those bright blue eggs together laid '.
On me the chance -discovered sight
Gleamed like a vision of delight.
I started — seeming to espy
The home and sheltered bed.
The Sparrow’s dwelling, vhich, hard by
My Father’s house, in wet or dry
My sister Emmeline and I
Together visited.
1. DeSellncourt - Dorothy Wordsworth pp. 4-5

-4
She looked at it and seemed to fear it;
Dreading, the wishing, to be near it:
Such heart was in her, being then
A little Prattler among men.
2
In the last six lines he tells us specifically how Dorothy
has helped him when he says:
"The Blessing of my later years
Was with me when a boy:
She gave me eyes, she gave me ears;
And humble cares, and delicate fears;
A heart, the fountain of sweet tears;
And love, and thought, and joy. "3
The childhood days which William and Dorothy spent togethei^i:
however, were very short. When William was eight and Dorothy,
jj
six, their mother died very suddenly and at her mother’s dying ij
1
1
request, Dorothy was placed under the care of her cousin, ji
Elizabeth Threlkeld, in Halifax, and William went to Hawkshead
|
Grammar School. Not the least of the debts which Dorothy owed
j
to her mother was this wise provision for her future. Elizabeth
|
Threlkeld, from all evidence, was a woman of alert intelligence,
j
wide culture, and shrewd common sense. It is clear that to the i
r
precepts, and still more the example of her dear "aunt", as she ji
I
called her, Dorothy owed the development of much that v/as best
!j
in her character: -- her strong sense of duty, her unselfishnessjj
and her ready^ delight in the service of those she loved. !
2. Wordsworth’s The Sparrow’s Nest p. 262 Complete Works
3. Ibid
4. Selincourt - Dorothy ?/ordsworth pp. 7-9
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While her education did not include the elegant accomplish-
ments, she did, through her reading, acquire a fine taste for
the best things in literature and that easy mastery of language
and happy sense for the right wrd which distinguished her
later writing. The letters which she wrote as a girl of sixteen
are remarkable for their correctness and maturity of style
Although her small library contained, at the age of sixteen,
the works of Shakespeare, Milton, Fielding, and Homer’s "Iliad”
and "Odyssey”, books never came first with Dorothy . Halifax
was a social place and she had plenty of gay companions for game^,
dances and coimtry rantoles. Dearest of these was Jane Pollard
with whom Dorothy struck up a passionate friendship of girlhood
But Dorothy’s devotion to Jane differed from the common run of
such attachments in that it lasted all their lives. It is
from her letters written to Jane Pollard after she left Halifax
that we get most of our knowledge of Dorothy’s life. Dorothy
was a great favorite at Halifax, impulsive as she was in manner
and movement and quick in response to all that was going on
about her.
5
However, when she was sixteen she was summoned from Halifax
to live vi th her grandparents at Penrith. Her father had died
three years before; his little fortune was in the hands of the
despotic Lord Lowther and doubtless, her guardians thought it
’3 i r.-.jOi :< i o/''JjIoi •; •jLb J '.'orbo '.:o i
‘icl ©ni'L js ©ilio-^n 'roif lis’ T.'. o. u ,. o'
lo v«tec*T.ar'- ve£© r»/i/i * /in* ©TJrr'aTO.-t i' I! 1 a-^n-rlcf rtn^.u o ''!•
I'fr: bi',:-r:.Unb’i': 3 i.':b no?tjv, T/Tov : : ". •,> r r;;
ne©.ix r r? »»o; octo'l^ ©i." r :. Ti:* O/iX
©I^;.. 'ic bn* r/fco 'lol 9 *r ^
^noe^xlK lo 9 ' f:t X ' ,b£ini j X ion /•',. ''r-f * T r ' . -r; C /
’’Li? ?-!'!’' i-
’
t: >,Tio:i b.^:i ,-MiXbI©I'^
^
:.''X' >I , 0‘^f:©C86:.i3ri3 *10 o'^rovv uxii
l.-:. n>] v.;.Jy‘io'i iX + i'tr i si:.'/50 leven u^coc-
,
"vocjs'^l C Lru
ones - axoXriBxr.': )n lo Xnolq bSif ©ria ban 90'^Ic; -'ora c r. ew
br[£lIoS’ 0ftBG 2i^v; 08'L-ij.X lo t/csiBoC: ,^e.CciriB‘; .;'t>1rufc>o b.in a^onob
. ficpr.il'il^ lo qiiiabnalii ii .-^Bnc'xaajBq b -uj ^o. 'rL-Jr. '^riXoioC r/ ilv/ iX> i.v
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xs’iXXeH :?'ioX ©ds ‘xort'iB b-raXIod onsL oj- nscJd^l'i'.v a'lsct’d'GX larf raoi'i
•'{ildoaoC -©Til 3 ’ ^;rlc^oT:oC lo ©3b©rv-oro' 'iiro lo leOiH ^93 ov; oand-
'lonnBfn nX acv.- eife. lih ovXf:IxriraI jb ^wlxov-^l s ex?:
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-.TOiX J-CO d.p
7:b'iJ Ly./ uiryjli boroi .iiijQ p-ttv ©do nof^37.It x>jv; oJa naav;
bsx.' b.Kl najdoBl *i9i . cfjB s Jiie'iBqbnx'ijj nerf rii b/ evil ocf
or{:t lo r.JjHBd oiicJ’ nX axv; orLxX'ioi oI it I’ll eiil jann'tocr g'sro'c oo'i:Lf
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was high time she did something useful. Dorothy’s grandparents,
the elderly Cooksons, were the type who resent a child’s
irrepressible vitality sind try to curb a youthful spirit by
fault-finding. Her first weeks at Penrith were miserable and
unhappy and her one ray of hope was the return of her brothers
for the holidays. When they did come, she had three happy weeks
spent chiefly in William’s company i^om his grandparents regarded
as moody and headstrong.
Prom the days of their childhood at Cockermouth, Dorothy
loved William passionately. A touch of wildness in him made
him all the dearer and she never looked at him without thinking
of Beattie’s vo rds
"In truth he was a strange and wayward wight
Pond of each gentle and each dreadful scene.
In darkness and in storm he found delight."^
Her love did not require words. It was sufficient for her to
see him; it was exquisite just to know he was near. The violence
of her affection satisfied her."^
Dorothy’s influence on William began, I think it is safe
to say, at this date. In the beginning it was the depth of
understanding which she gave him which helped him to a better
knowledge of himself. The world around him had always aroused
in him the keenest feelings, overwhelming him, at times, by day.
6. Beattie, Blair, and Palconer Poetical Works. The Minstrel
Book I Stanza 22 Lines 1-3
7. Maclean, Dorothy Wordsworth pp. 19-20.
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and filling his sleep with tumultuous dreams by night. Some-
times he was tempted to put his feelings into words, but when
he realized that he alone amonj? his friends had these feelings, |
I
he had been half ashamed of them and tried to repress them. 'l
Dorothy’s companionship changed all this, for he discovered 'i
that she, too, was moved by the beauty of the w rid about her
j
much as he was. She did not need to tell him of this. The
rich light of evening seen on the trees and woodland paths, the
j
sunlight reflected in moorland pools, the bare majesty of a
crag outlined against the skyline, the meadows suddenly dyed
I
to the most delicate green by the summer rain vo uld bring a
light to her eyes which told William better than aay words
could do that in his sister Dorothy he had found the companion
|
v\diom he had been seeking.
He found that he could talk to her about things ih’ich,
hitherto, he had not been able to put into words, and as he
|
talked he forgot to be ashamed of those poetic hauntlngs which,
at times, seemed to him the most real things in the world,
and at other times, sheer madness. She had a way of looking
at things vdiich made him feel as if she were making him see a
new world. He loved her stories. She told him of the coming
of the Threlkeld family to Halifax, and this with its hint of
old days and old ways pleased him greatly. Another of Dorothy’s
stories which charmed him was the story of a cottager’s little
daughter sent out in a snowstorm from her father’s cottage near
Sterne Mill Bridge to guide her mother home by the light of a
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lantern. The child became confused and bewildered and fell into
the water near the bridge. The story with its hints of poverty
and hardships and straitened ways filled him with a sense of
lament, piercing yet shadowy.^
Their companionship was broken in August when William
returned to Hawkshead, but they had three more weeks together
in October Tflhen William stayed at Penrith while Dorothy made
ready his wardrobe for Cambridge. He left Penrith at the end
of the month filled with eager anticipation, leaving nothing
to look forward to for Dorothy, but a meager, and joyless
routine.^ It is very probable that this brief but delightful
companionship of brother and sister was the beginning of Dorothy
desire and resolution to dedicate her life to William.
In her letters to Jane Pollard we learn how tedious and
boresome she found life at Penrith. But she found two good
i
friends there in Mary and Peggy Hutchinson of whom she writes
to Jane later that they were ”my sole companions at Penrith,
who removed the tediousness of many an hour and whose company,
in the absence of my bothers, was the only agreeable variety
I
that Penrith afforded. Dorothy’s uncle, William Cookson,
proved sympathetic too, and even allowed her to write letters
to distant fri*ends in school hours when, fortunately, her grand-
6. Ibid pp. 20-21
9. Ibid p. 21
10. Knight ed. D. W. to J. P. April, 1795 Letters of the Words-
worth Family
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mother was in the shop. Despite these friends, her v;inter v;as
dull and uninteresting but, during the summer, William who was
spending his first long vacation from Cambridge at Hawkshead
and in wandering about the Lake country visited her once more.^^
It was this suraner that he mentions in ’’The Prelude’% Already
he is beginning to appreciate Dorothy’s company for he says,
’’and was blest
Between these sundr3’' wanderings with a joy
Above all joys, that seemed another morn
Risen on mid-noon, the p?esence. Friend, I mean.
Of that sole Sister, she who hath been long
Thy Treasure also, thy true friend and mine.
Now after separation desolate
Restored to me, such absence that she seemed
A gift then just bestow' d"^^
Together they roamed the beautiful country that surrounded
Penrith, along the banks of the river Emont and the path
through the woods from the old mill below Brougham to the old
quarrj'. On the ruins of Brougham Castle they sat for many an
hour:
"When having climb’d
In danger through some window’s opened space
We look'd abroad, or on the Turret's head
11. DeSelincourt
,
"op. cit" pp. 15-20.
12. Wordsworth’s Complete Works "The Prelude" Book VI
Lines 195-203.
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Lay listening to the wild flowers and the grass,
I
As they gave out their whispers to the ^nd.^^
I !,
William, on the moors above Hawkshead at sunrise, had '
'
I
vowed a life to poetry and he made Dorothy very happy by showing^ ^
i
^
I
' her parts of a poem which in his heart he had already dedicated |'
' to her. In this poem, "An Evening Walk", he looked forward to
!
the day in which their dream of a home together would come true.|j
|i "E’en now she decks for me a distant scene
(For dark and broad the Gulph of time between) i
1
,
Gilding that cottage with her fondest ray, j'
Sole bourn, sole wish, sole object of my way;
1
I
How fair its lawns and silvery woods appear I
I
t
How sweet its streamlet murmurs innine earl
Where we, ray friends, to golden days shall rise
'Till all our small show of hardly paining sighs
(For sighs will ever trouble human breath)
Creep hushed into the tranquil breast of Death"
By this time Dorothy realized it was her place to be always
with William helping him with loving sympathy in all that he did.
Something in her nature seemed to complement his and wL thout her,
it is doubtful whether he would have developed into the great
poet which he became* On these delightful walks Mary Hutchinson
often accompanied them and thus Dorothy’s second great friend-
13. Ibid Lines 211-218
14. Wordsworth op. cit. "An Evening Walk" pp. 345-354.
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ship, which was to mean so much in her life and William’s
gained greater depth.
After William’s departure for Cambridge in the fall,
Dorothy dreaded the long winter ahead with her grandparents,
but, to her delight, her Uncle William who had married Miss
Cowper was appointed to the living of Forncett in Norwich and
invited Dorothy to live with them. For over five years this
was her home, and aL thou^ it was three miles from the nearest
village, she found constant happiness in her garden and her
walks through the countryside. She had plenty of duties to
occupy her time and in the August after she arrived, she even
started a small village school. This she afterwards discon-
tinued when the small Cookson family began to appear.
In the Christmas vacation of 1790, William spent six weeks
vacation at Forncett. She had not seen him in eighteen months,
for he had spent his previous long vacation in a walking tour
on the Continent and she found a supreme satisfaction just in
seeing him again and listening to the stories of his travels.
In the summer of 1792, Dorothy’s Uncle William was appoints
Canon of Windsor and took up residency there for three months.
In a vivid letter to Jane she describes the casiae, the parks,
the scenery, the social 'life, and even meetings with the King.l^
While Dorothy was being impressed with royalty, William
15. Maclean op. cit. pp. 23-28.
16. DeSelincourt "op. Cit" pp. 34-35.
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was in France, aflame v/lth devotion to the Revolution and plan-
ning to contribute his energies to its service. His e:cpecta-
tlons of what it might accomplish were high and they v/ere
ruthlessly disappointed. How bitterly he was disappointed, he
tells us later in "The Prelude" and the awful scenes of that
time of blood and terror v/hich followed were so deeply imaged
on his mind that for years afterwards they haunted his dreams.
Besides William’s interest in the Revolution, there was another
tie holding him in France. He had made the acquaintance of
Annette Fallon, a charming French girl somewhat older than him-
self, and his sty nature had warmed to her vivacity. The
acquaintance had deepened into passion and Annette was to bear
his child. He was practically without income and he felt it
was his duty to marry Annette and provide for her. But all
attempts to get money failed and, although he stayed luitil
after the child was born, he was forced to return to England in
December
.
His immediate business in London was to see published his
"Evening Walk" and "Descriptive Sketches" and they cane out early
in February. His high hopes for fame and profit were disappoint
and, at the same time, the declaration of war between England
and France cut him off from Annette and gave a shattering blow
to his ideals. Though the thought of tdc ing orders for the
church v/as distasteful to him there seemed no alternative as a
od
17, Lee, E. Dorothy Wordsworth p. 25
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means of livelihood. He could not honestly accept his uncle’s
offer of a curacy without confessing his French entanglement
and, knowing he had no chance, he finally opened his heart to
Dorothy and asked her to intercede for him.^®
Although Dorothy was deeply stricken when she learned
from William the story of his troubles, her deep loyalty to her
brother vnauld permit no criticism, and she was ready to help
share his burden. She v/rote long letters of tender and
affectionate sympathy to Annette and did the best she was able
to make their way easier. It is not difficult to understand
how Dorothy’s sympathy at such a time must have made her very
dear to V/llliam.
Canon Cookson, William’s uncle, was very severe in his
judgment of his nephew, and despite all Dorothy’s pleadings
refused to receive him at Forncett. This disapproval only
deepened her affection for her brother and,- already, she had
begun to plan for the time wflaen they might always be together.
18. Maclean "op. cit" p. 35
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Chapter III Halifax and the North
In February, 1794, Dorothy and William were the guests of
the Rawsons, In Halifax. Mrs. Rawson was Dorothy’s beloved
’’aunt" and Dorothy was very happy in the renewal of this friend-
ship. She was also most happy in the companionhip of William.
She did her best to stir him out of his depressed attitude by
taking him with her everyplace while she revisited old friends
and old scenes. Dorothy’s lively intelligence, fine character,
and natural buoyancy of spirit made a deep impression on all
who met her. V/illiam, they were willing to accept at something
of his sister’s valuation* He was not the best company, for
he was never at ease among strangers, and now that trouble
weighed upon him, he was moody and silent. But, after all, he
had moved in a wider world than they, a w rid in vhich they
were most keenly interested. The Unitarian society of a north
country' town had more sympathy v^ith revolutionary principles
than could be expected of a Canon of Windsor. Moreover, they
were quite up to date in their literary tastes and were not
likely to have under-rated the poems which William had already
published. When they dubbed him an eccentric, young man, it
was more in admiration than in censure and Dorothy had the sat-
isfaction of feeling her wonderful brother was appreciated.
This v/as a very happy time for Dorothy. With William at
her side she revisited all those scenes associated vt th her
childhood of vh ich she had often told him and lived over again
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that part of her life from which William had been excluded.
In return, she could hear from his own lips all those details
of his experiences in Prance v^ich no letters, however intimate,
could have contained, and together they discussed their plans
for the difficult future. William, torn as he was by humilia-
tion and remorse, haunted by the sorrows of the broken people
he had met, and tortured by some inability in himself to meet
and master the stormy times felt a sense of guilt. His impot -
ence made him feel as if he were somehow a traitor to all he
held dear. And just as in his earlier life Dorothy had helped
him by her deep understanding to express his poetic feelings,
this time it was her faith in him alone vhich gave him hope
and healing.^
Presently there came an offer from Ralsley Calvert of
quarters at the farm of Windy Brow near Keswick. William was
anxious to accept the offer and Dorothy, happy as she was with
her friends, thought it an excellent opportunity of spending
some time aL one with William. The name of the farm suggested
that it was just the kind of retreat that would be most delight-
ful to them, and with the coming of spring, Dorothy and William
started off on what she called their first "pilgrimage". Tak-
ing the coach, as far as Kendal, they started on a two days*
tramp to Keswick, a beautiful trip, and to Dorothy, enchanted
country. It was a road which was to become most familiar to
her and never afterwards could she pass through Stavely without
a thrill. Her delight grew in intensity as she caught her
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flrst glimpse of Winander and of the falls of Rydal of which
Willian sang in a poem dedicated to her. Past Rydal they
mounted HIHiite Mass Common and soon after breasting the siamnit
looked down upon Grasmere. At the bottom of the hill they
passed the very doors of Dove Cottage, little dreaming that
it would some day be their home. Windy Brow was half a mile
from Keswick and there they spent six weeks in April and
enjoying the beauty of the valley of Keswick and the towering
companionship of Skiddaw.^
Here it was that Dorothy had a brief foretaste of the life
she had dreamed for the future. Alone or with William she
roamed^ the countryside, under his direction read much in
English and French, made the acquaintance of several of his
old friends and v/as initiated into her proud task of copying
out his new or corrected verses. For V/illiam after his long
distracted wanderings, had foimd peace in her companionship,
and in the quiet beauty around him, and, once more, gave him-
self to poetry adding fresh lines to "An Evening Walk" and work
Ing hard on the "Incident of Salisbury Plain" which he had
conceived the previous year. Their poverty gave an added keen-
ness to their happiness. It smused them to see how far they
could cut dovm the necessities of living and still be happy.
1. DeSelincourt Dorothy Wordsworth pp. 40-50
2. Maclean Dorothy Wordsworth pp. 38-39
3. DeSellneourt Dorothy Wordsv/orth p. 52
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A slight shadow was cast on this happiness by the disapproval
of some of their relatives. Dorothy resented the insinuation
of her aunt that William was not a fitting guardian for her and
his friends not the most fitting companions. "I affirm that I
consider the character and virtue of my brother as a sufficient
protection,"'^ she wrote, and insisted not only on the pleasure
it was to her to be with William, but on the privilege it was tc
be with one from whom she could learn so much.
On leaving Windy Brow Dorothy and William went to White-
haven where they spent part of May and June. Then Dorothy, out
of a sense of duty, spent some time with Aunt Crackanthorpe and
Uncle Kit while William went to Penrith. Here he devoted most
of his time to Raisley Calvert who was very ill. In August
William went to Lancashire, but on his return found Calvert too
sick to be left alone. Despite all his care he could not save
his friend who died of consiamption early in January, 1795.^
William’s goodness to his friend Calvert, at this time, was
amply rewarded as we shall see, and did muc]^ to hasten the time
I
when he and Dorothy could make their home together.
|
Dorothy, in the meantime, was visiting various relatives
and, in the April of 1795, paid a long visit to that dear
and faithful friend of Penrith days, Mary Hutchinson, who was
4. D.V/. to Mrs. Crackanthorpe, April 21, 1791
5. Maclean op. cit. pp. 40-41.
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with her brothers on a prosperous farm, Sockburn-on-Tees . Here
(
Dorothy first met Sara Hutchinson, a younger sister of Mary’s
who was destined to become one of her dearest friends. William
made the visit more joyful by joining Dorothy there, and in
the friendly atmosphere of the big, comfortable farmhouse, he
began to feel a reawakening Interest in Mary.
Dorothy returned to Halifax in time to see her friend,
Jane Pollard, married to John Marshall of Leeds, on August fift:i,
but her ov/n plans for the future were unsettled. The idea of
returning to the Cooksons, depite their goodness to her and
her fondness for them did not appeal to her because William
stood in disfavor there. Raisley Calvert had left William a
legacy of nine hundred pounds and Dorothy was determined he
should drift no longer. She had often heard him say, "What is
to become of me, I knov/ not," and she feared that drifting
might be the ruin of his life and powers. VElliam, who had bee::i
staying for a time with his friend, Basil Montagu, in London,
had been invited to become the tenant of a house in Dorset by
one of Montagu’ s friends, John Finney. She was impatient for
William to accept and it was a joyful day for her when on Sept-
ember seventh the Inventory of the house was signed.
^
Again we see the influence of Dorothy on William. In
London he had become restless and was beginning to drift into
a life which, to him, might have been dangerous. Despite the
6. Ibid pp. 59-61
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fact that the countrj’^ appealed to him more than the city, if
he had not had the thoughts of his sister's devotion aid com-
psnionship to inspire him, it is difficult to say what he
might have done at this time.
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Chapter IV Rasedown
William and Dorothy settled in Racedov/n in September, 1795
1
and from this time on, amid all changes of fortune and condi-
tion, they were close and life-long companions. Her influence
i
became a molding and education power. They were both In the
j
strength of their youth, that time of radiant enjoyment, bound ;
' not only by that most endearing of natural ties, but by tastes,
aims, and hopes singularly mutual. In this, their first home,
! they were all in all to each other. Wlllian, in his poetry,
j
was the spokesman of two souls. It was not that Dorothy visibly
or consciously stimulated h5.m, but she was one with him, a
' second pair of eyes to see, a more delicate intuition to dis-
cern. Her "Journals” are V/ordsworth in prose just as his
poems are Dorothy in verse. ^ Her exquisite regard for common
things is mentioned in "The Prelude”.
"She welcomed what was given and craved no more.
Whatever scene was present to her eyes,
I
That was the best, to that she was attuned
Through her humility and lowliness.
And through a perfect happiness of soul
Whose variegated feelings were in this
Sisters, that they were each some new delight
For she was Nature’s inmate. Her, the birds
1. Lee op. cit. ppi 36-37.
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And every flower she met with, could they hut
Have known her, would have loved"^
Basil Montagu sent his motherless son to live with them
and he paid fifty poimds a year for his board, but, besides
that, the income from ViTllliam's legacy was the only money they
had. However, Dorothy proved to be a good manager and, Dihile
Basil took much of her time, she tried to keep most of it for
William. They spent many mornings walking through the country
which was a keen pleasure to both of them. It had not the
luxuriance of Devon, but it had character. The cottages, poor
structures of wood and clay that they were, had yet when
hidden in the valleys and revealing their lurking places only
by wreaths of white smoke, a contrasting suggestion of cheer-
fulness and beauty. The views of the sea were fine, the hills
seen from the distance almost took on the character of mountains
The coming of spring took away the suggestion of bleakness,
daffodils appeared in abundance, in May the apple blossoms
were everywhere, and, in summer the hills were glorious with
broom. They read a great deal together, too, and got through
I
a number of books both in English and Italiai . Dorothy was
most happy in her quiet life, for she loved Racedown because it
was a delight to her to feel she was the maker of a home for
William.^
. "The Prelude” Book 12 Lines 153-167
pp. 40-45.
2. Wordsworth op. clt
3. Maclean, op. cit.
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He, in spite of the realization of their dream of a home
together, was at first embittered and despondent. He was writ-
ing a good deal and Dorothy was reading what he wrote and
helping him by her suggestions and criticisms. But his writing
was not of the kind he wished to do. His restlessness, his
feeling that the times were out of joint, and his dissatisfac-
tion with the universe were driving him into satire. He intended
to publish jointly with Francis Wranghara, the fruits of his
3D lenetlc mood with the title, ” Imitations of Juvenal”. He
was at vcrk, too, on a tragedy, ”The Borderers”. Thoughts of
the wastage of war and the cruel futility of thepenal laws dis-
turbed him. How and again as he brooded over these things he
continued vo rk on ”Incident on Salisbury Plain”, a poem in
Tidilch the desolation of the plain was the setting for the greate^
desolation of the poor creatures, victims of civilization, viio
suffered upon it. When the mood of pity was uppermost, he
turned to another poem called ”The Ruined Cottage”
.
One reason William was not qilte happy in his work was
that he had a troubled feeling that he was writing without a
clear conception of ?hat he wished to do. He had been reading
Yd. th great care Godwin's "Political Justice”, and its clear
way of bringing all things to the test of reason troubled him.
The things in his life which he most valued, his momentary
raptures and exaltations, his sense of communion with the unseen,,
would not stand their test. Feeling that he could not explain
them or rationalize them he had felt that he should discard
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them from his scheme of things as unreal. Yet when he did this,
he had little left by which to live. He felt cut off from his
source of strength.
Other things pressed upon him. His dreams were still
flecked with memories of violence seen and heard. He was worrie4i
about Annette whose letters were a constant reminder that the
problem of his future was merely shelved, not solved; and the
insecurity of his fortune troubled him greatly and sapped his
courage. The seclusion of his life weighed upon him, too. He
had not been used to solitude and he felt as if it tried him
beyond his strength* There were times when he felt himself be-
coming stagnant; he still wished to write; but much of what he
wished to say was far beyond his reach of words. ^
He was conscious in these days of doubt and fear that his
surest anchor was Dorothy’s faith in his power to write, and in
the value of his writing. She gave him constant assurance that
if he accepted the poet’s life, he was doing the work it was
given him to do, and he need not break his heart over work out-
side his power.
Dorothy realized that no easy task lay before her. Though
she never alluded to it in her letters, her happiness for the
first few months must have been tempered with gravest anxieties.
Would she succeed in restoring her brother to health and happine^i
so as to enable him to become the great poet she knew him
4. Ibid pp. 45-46.
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potentially to be? Dorothy had had no experience of such
suffering as her brother’s. Part of her strength lay in the
fact that the ’'barren, intermeddling subtleties" had never
perplexed her mind. But she could sympathize with all the
fervor of her passionate heart. A physician of the spirit like
a physician of the body can prescribe the needed remedy without
having suffered the disease. Dorothy observed the symptoms
clearly enough; she knew, as no other knew, vdiat manner of man
her brother had been in health; and her love told her that she
had within herself the power to restore him. Yet it was not by
any conscious effort on her part that she brought about William’
salvation. In the end, it was Dorothy’s delight in every little
thing which she saw or heard which eventually awakened respon-
siveness in him. Literally she saved her brother’s soul alive.
Will'am realized his debt to Dorothy and he tells us how in his
darkest hour of trial and perplexity^
"Then it was
That the beloved Woman in whose sight
Those days were pass’d, now speaking in a voice
Of sudden admonition like a brook
That did but cross a lonely road, and now
Seen, heard and felt, and caught at every turn.
Companion never lost through many a league.
Maintained for me a saving intercourse
5. DeSellncourt op. clt. pp. 66-68.
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With my true self; for though impairM and changed
|
(
I
Much, as it seemed, I was no further changed
;
Than as a clouded not a waning moon:
j
I
She, in the midst of all, preserved me still
A Poet, made me seek beneath that name li
My office upon earth;"®
Loving his sister as he did and with the experiences of
his boyhood still dormant within him, delight in Dorothy’s
delight quickened his own Interest in the dally life they shared.
In striving to return to her some of the joy her presence gave
^
to him, his mind was gradually distracted from its two-fold
burden. To realize this, we have ohly to recall that evening,
typical of many, when he led her in triumph to the orchard to
see a glow-worm which he had placed there for her delight.
"Among all lovely things my love had been;
Had noted well the stars, all flowers that grew
About her home; but she had never seen
A glow-worm, never one, and this I knew.
iJVhile riding near her home one stormy night
A single glow-worm did I chance to espy;
I have a fervent welcome to the sight.
And from my horse I leapt; great joy had I.
6. Wordsworth "The Prelude" - Book 11 Lines 353-366.
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Upon a leaf the glow-worm did I lay.
To bear it with me through the stormy night:
And, as before, it shone without dismay;
Albeit putting forth a fainter light.
When to the dwelling of my Love I came,
I went into the orchard quietly;
And left the glow-worm, blessing it by name.
Laid safely by itself, beneath a tree.
The whole next day, I hoped, and hoped with fear;
At night the glow-worm shone beneath the tree
I led my Lucy to the spot *Look here’.
Oh joy it was for her, and joy for me
Whether the lovely little poems addressed to ’’Lucy” had
their original inspiration in an early episode in his life, it
is not known, but much of the feeling expressed in them is an
outgrowth of his passionate devotion to Dorothy as this poem
proves
•
In an early poem Wordsworth puts into the mouth of a voman
who is recalling the dawn of her love for her husband the vsDrds,i
’’And I, in truth, did love him like a brother”®
The line has been quoted as a typical example of Wordsworth’s
ignorance of the passion. Yet, to those who laiow the depth of
7. Wordsworth op. cit. "Among all lovely things my Love had
been" p. 277.
-^Wordsworth op. cit. "Guilt and Sorrow" Stanza XXVIII
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feellng from vftiich It sprang, it seems nearer to the sublime
than the ridiculous. This passionate devotion of brother and
sister is among the most profoundly moving things in literary
history.
But not only did Dorothy preserve the poet in aim, she gulde^
the bent of his poetic mind. As a boy his nature had lacked
something of tenderness and in "The Prelude" he acknowledges
what she did for him.
"but for thee, sweet Friend,
My soul, too reckless of mild grace had been
Par longer by i/diat Nature it was freuned
Longer retained its countenance severe,
A rock with torrents roaring, with the clouds
Familiar, and a favorite of the Stars
But thou did plant the crevices wi th flowers
Hang it with shrubs that twinkle in the breeze.
And teach the little birds to build their nests
And warble in its chambers."^
It was not, perhaps, her fault that the flowers she planted
had, at times, a sickly growth, or that this genii us familiar
with the clouds could not always adapt himself to the homely
smiles and tears of Mother Earth. Wordsworth did not possess
his sister’s innate genuis for the trivial, and not a few of his
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poetic failures sprang from the attenpt to transmute into art
the simple fugitive experiences that went to make up their daily
life. Dorothy never realized this. She read his most common-
place lines in the light of their intention rather than their
achievement and became a dangerously undlscrimlnatlng critic.
But that was later. At Racedown the influence of each upon
the other was all good. Dorothy was stimulated to develop in
herself that instinct for observation which was soon to flourish
in her "Journals” William was drawn from his broodings to
realize more fully the delights that lay about him, to love what
she loved, and to find joy in that
.
The second winter at Racedown brought two welcome visitors.
Basil Montague came down from London to visit his sd n and Mary
Hutchinson spent several months with them. When Montagu left
he took William with him to Bristol and left Dorothy and Mary
alone together. In a letter to Jane, Dorothy writes, ”—we
are as happy as h\iman beings can be; that is when William is at
home, for you cannot Imagine how dull we feel and what a vacuum
his loss has occasioned, but this is the first day; tomorrow
will be better. V/illiam is as cheerful as can be; perhaps you
may not think it, but he is the life of the whole house. ”10
Doubtless some of William’s cheerfulness was due to Mary's
presence. They were old friends, there is good evidence that
10. D. W. to J. M. Mar. 19, 1797.
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Ai qolQvob ci bectBli/iifiXa «bw vrl;^o'ioa .Ocog TIb ee’.v lerf^to odi
•ns /‘lAoI'i oi nooR eow rCoinw noiiav-ioso'o nol cfoni^eni ioxid- lIoGnexf
oi p^nlboQ'id aid mci‘1 nne-il anvr amilliv; "alan-xx/oT," ‘lexi ni
iBiiw ©vox oi ,miii :t:rodM ’jaC .tarii s.luailel) ©ili vrint otom esilfie'i
^X xot bnl'l oi bxiB erls
-"Aoliniv eaioolev/ owi iAgi/ond nv/pi eoofl ia ‘loiniw bnooec eilT
'/-g.h biiB n ji axn' cticiv oi nobnoJ mo'll nwob emao ©AgairtoM licBfl
.tlel iraainoM non*, . 'oild‘ Bjrf^tnorj Ijs'iov'ce d'nsqs rrosryiiIo.iirH
vneM Lnfi x^^O'ioQ ilol bna loiGi-xa od irJ:' ’.ictiyr w.silXir/ :Ioo^ ©n
o’.7—
"
.aeix'TW vffionoC ,©iibs o.i necfiGl a cl .neriio^oi ©nol.e
&s al !r!j3j.£I.\A’ fforfw iaxfct jed .'Jtio egfxied acmxjiJ ca Tqqfid bb oab
mifx/efiv a darf-iv bns lool ow IXnb TSTOri orri3JBn!i ionnso i/o'^ nb'i ^omorf
wo'i'xoaroi ;yiib uBaI'I eri al airli :tud tboaolsBopo esrl aeoX ain
xio
w.
aqaifneq jocT cbo 8b Inl'tooxio ajs cl ‘nalXXivi' .laiieo’ ecf IXiw
. oeuoil
. aXoiiw ©xii lo ollX ©rf:t' ai oil ii/cf ^cfi .ilciixijl ion
c • Oo ojjb GBW acanXi/l<Ly©ffo
^.8 ' uiaiXXi'/j’ lo ©flips eeoXicfi/oCT
ie ii ©or.ebxvs Xoc^ ai o'lOi'ii ^abneiil bXo ©now '^riT .oo*;os©nq
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thqy had been lovers, and it seemed as if the earlier affection
he had for her was beginning to revive.
What the state of his feelings was for his Annette can
only be conjectured. But it is safe to Imagine that four years
had made a difference in both of them. It is unlikely that
she still loved him or even wished to marry him. Known to the
world as a widow, she was an ardent Royalist and had throvm
herself with zest and courage into a dangerous cause. While
she might look to William for s import of their child it is
hard to believe she would have given up her interesting and
exciting life to settle down in a strange country with a man
j
I
I
Ydiose ideals and interests were dianetrically opposed to her j
own. While William might have been ready to fulfil his obliga-
tions to her, he must have realized that a union with Annette
would be fatal to the happiness of both of them as well as to
the achievement of his poetic ambitions. Dorothy must have
realized this, too. As long as the war went on, nothing could !
i
be settled she knew, she could only wait in hope and, it may bej
confide in Mary what her dreams for the future of the three of
them might be.
Wordsworth must have met Coleridge at Bristol during his
visit there and al though he had met him before in London in
1795, on this second meeting he extracted a promii^ from Coleridg;
to visit him at Racedown. Though two years younger than
Wordsworth, Coleridge was already known to a wide circle as a
noirtoa‘l'ii3 'loll'tijs oxfcf 'it sc Seaisoa ^R'l -voX' noecf
. burl
. vvivo*! od- artinnfgQcf *ted 'xol ijjsrf 'o/f
aeo eidennA afrf •ao't bbw e-^ilool elrf lo eiada an'^ fp^riW
a'Xfia’v; Tyo*! uX'xld Ovt ol/>a ai ;f;/3
. 5oiir:'-at' \ rtoo ocf ^;Xno
d/JiJo* :tl d-i .^oad- Xo riiocf nl Qocio'teVLlb n ebpjit barl
od:t oct rcv70jyJ{ dr^ ^^0£^eJtT7 nsva mid bovol Illda on's
mvo'nIJ bijil naa cfsi.Ca-vroH .insb'in ,rtB sov; ofTu ,^voXlv; b ob bl%av
*&QtJBQ B^O'IOSf'Qjj Oltcil 03B'II/OO j^HB dSSS dctlV/ 'll'CS’t&rx
al di 'lidiid lo l-i.nqq,ie. ^xol mei.CXiTr od :'IooX djdRlra oris
-bxTB snidso-codnj' 'tod qts riovj’.^ ovBrf blis^yn ^da ©voIIocT cd Ij'jxui
r.Bni o ilddT v/idruioo oanB-idPi b nl rrn'-oi) olddoa od olll jjnddloxe
•roii od Jjesoqqo ’.'Xlfiol'idonBlb oiow sdaoiednX JdxTB sIboXI ocorfr;
:;3 i-I;:o aid Cdltnl od nooJ ovs.'i drl^^i.7' faellllV' sllrVf! .nwo
oddormA dilyf xioxnir b dBxid oosiXBoi ovbxi dci/in ori od arrodd
od B - I low SB CTorid lo -Xdocf lo BRonJt q qsxl erld od IndBl ocf IxTi'ow
oviiil da;ji't '^AdorcoCt .sriodddcfinB oxdooq cdil lo dnowovoIrfoB orfd
f)lL.oo snixidOft tCio daow inw edt sb sA .ood .sirfd XiosIIboi ’
ocf di J\TfB oxorf nt ddsv; ’^Cno b.fjroo ©rie \yfbrni ada XoXddos ocf
lo eo'irid o/id lo 9‘iddxrl odd 'lol antBocxh 'lod dBnv/ ^bM nl obilnoo
4 ocf drX3 iia iJierfd
etii Tjaiiub Xodsl'iH dje og.bl'ioIoO dofu ovBif dsi/rr xld'iCY/ei^'ToV/
nX nobfioj nX 0‘iolocf indd den bsid oil xi^crofld Is oxlc 6‘^orld dXaXv
I'toLoO rr.oil ,c rr ' .-rq a 3odoBT[dxo erf saldoorr bnooea cirfd no ^^0^'X
HArfd it>3nnc^ s'-xboy owd xlsnorf'i' .nvxo; eosH dB mirf disXv od
B SB oIo*!xo 9x>iv; B od nvYomf -^bBQ'iXa a v.-/ osbtnoXoO ^rfd'-xovxeX'io'//
. r' .•
>i. ' li'
— —— - —— [1^
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poet, preacher, and talker and wherever he went, his brilliant
gemius, united as it was with an irresistible personal charm,
I
had TOn him eager followers. His old schoolfellow, Charles i
i
Lamb, worshipped him. Cottle, the Bristol bookseller, publishe(pl
i|
his first volume of poems and offered him a market for any i
number of verses he might produce. The gifted Charles Lloyd
had come to lodge at his house in order to be near him. Thomas
Poole, tanner and farmer of Nether Stowey, a man who combined
keen intellectual interests with much practical ability and
shrewd commonsense, had fallen completely \mder Coleridge’s
spell and was ready to stand by him in ary extremity. It was
to be near Poole that Coleridge had brought his wife and infant
Hartley to settle at Nether Stowey.
Coleridge always looked with touching confidence, for his
friends to see him through whatever scheme he might undertake
and their affection he returned in full measure. With an
impulsive, hyper-sensitive nature that had been cramped by a
lonely boyhood, his one Insistent craving was for love. Up
to this time, however, he had given his heart to no one who
could appreciate the value of the mind that went with it. In
Wordsworth he found someone whom he felt to be immeasurably
his superior. Wordsworth, too, among the friends who believed
in his genius had none like Coleridge whom he could meet on
equal terms.
In Coleridge’s company he felt an Intellectual stimulus
which together with Dorothy’s loving care was to complete hls__.—
“• wO—
etri cv- ’teveneclTf bi:a *£02^I/>/ £>n.R ^'torfoue^q ^:t»oq
,fr:.irio Isr aieq rbw bjb ije^ini/
.euirtos
saXimiO ^’itolle'iloction LIo sir . raXrf n ew Jbaxf
o.IaXXtfj/q :d3?j'ood XocteJt’ia erif ,ol^d-o0 .mi*. b^qqMe'iow ^cfrisj
V"'' 'To't j0 mid Jb'^'xe'ilo brifl smeoq lo ouultIov alri
by:oL: RsIi/iriO t'oeni^ ofIT .eonjboiq d-rf^i/ii erl eosniav lo 'zecfim/n
r.^iiodT .nl.i •inen ed ocf 'T'^d'io ni oiinod eirf :ta o^bol o:t 6mo3 bfid
X)-3nicf.'’ioo or!.7 g ,\;Gvroia •eene^o-i 7o 'locrtal bna 'if^nxisd
b.iij ^iiC.tdG l3oMo>vr.( cioum dllv; a:tse'id&nJ IauIof*ISe;lnI fi337l
a ’ ogbx'ieloO efobnrr TCod-oXqjiioo bBd ^Gariaanommoo bwa'irfe
em? .tl
- c;^Xn0'iiA.o IjJxb ni mi ' ^.f baals od" ’zbii&'i sav: beta XXeqa
jfnGlni bnB uL! ^rfaxxo'id bnri aabiioIvoO oXoo^X 'taon od ol
. iov/o^C ^iSAc^oVr ;tjs eX;tif>G od '^oXiisH
aid lot .eoflvobilnoo ^airxojoi rfi.i w boelool ‘ 03bi^DXoO
BxLBi'iebmr ctrl^Im od sixonoa 'lovedcriw S^jo‘idd mirJ ode Ebno-bit
n/3 •id.'’”' .^•ir.'upom Ilnl xii beci'UJde^t ad nolJoa'i'lB 'iladd brts
B '^d baqmB o /ieed bad dadd e'U'dBn Dvi,'ti3noe~‘iegv;*i ^ev-’ sXj/qmi
qU .ovol tol 3BW jjfiivii'io cfne^laiaai ono aid ^booil'^oo ^lenol
oxfw ©no on od d'xaed eld nevl^ bad srf ^Tavevod ^esnld aidd od
nl .ii rl:tiw driov, iBiXct bnijti srii to obIbv ©di odaloonjja bl :roo
rXcfBii/BBQ'iTrii: ad o:t d'Xe'l ed modv/ oi'oonoa bwjd'l od ddnoviabno^
boVO Ibod orfv; abnsint Dcf:J "^noiwz ^oo -'t
^
T^Ovvab*ioV’ . xoxin»p'3 s ' '
no rfesra bX«5o oxi modw ©j^biieloO edll anon ob ! axrines aid nt
.axinsd^ Inx/ps
BrrXuiOi^G Is inoIX©.;L?[l fiG i Xat ©fi TjnsqrrOo s’ogbiislo^ nl
L'q'nn© od p.aii s'lsa rinlvol a'v.ddO'ioCl ddivf zaddo^Qd doldff
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I
regeneration. The tvra men were made for each other.
Coleridge *s first visit to Racedown was a momentous occasion,
Nearly half a century later, William and Dorothy recalled his
arrival, how ”he did not keep to the high road, hut leapt over
a gate and hounded down the pathless field hy which he cut off
an angle”^^ to meet them. It was symbolic of the v/ay he entered
their lives.
In a letter to Mar^^ Hutchinson written soon after their
first meeting Dorothy says, ”You had a great loss in not seeing
Coleridge. He is a wonderful man. His conversation teems with
soul, mind and spirit. Then he is so benevolent, so good-
tempered and cheerful, and like William, interests himself so
much about every little trifle. At first I thought him very
plain, that is for about three minutes; he is pale, thin, has
a wide mouth, thick lips, and not very good teeth, longlsh,
loose growing, half-curling, rough, black hair. But if you hear
him speak for five minutes, you think no more of them. His eye
is large and full and not very dark, but grey-such an eye as
^ould receive from a heavy soul the dullest expression
,
but it
i
speaks every emotion of his animated mind; it has more of the
|poet*s eye in a fine frenzy rolling than I ever witnessed. He
^s fine dark eyebrows, and an overhanging forehead.
I
I
I
After Coleridge *s arrival the first thing th^ did was to
f
l. Letters op. clt. M.W. and Sara Coleridge Nov. 7, 1845.
2. Letters op cit D. W. and M. H. June 1797.
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read Wordsworth’s new poem "The Ruined Cottage" with v/hich
Coleridge was delighted; and after tea he r^ eated two acts
and a half of his tragedy, "Osorio". The next morning William
read his tragedy, "The Borderers". Coleridge stayed at Racedown
about ten days, but he would not consider a long separation from
his new friends and before the end of the month was back again.
He tore himself away a second time to reappear with a chaise in
which to transport them to Nether Stowey where they spent a ver^^
happy fortnight* For a week of their stay, Charles Lamb was a
fellow guest. He was not the cheery Lamb of later days, for he
was still under the shadow of that tragedy which was the dark
prelude to his life of dual loneliness. But it was then that
the seeds were sown of the friendship ^ndiich was to be among the
precious things of Dorothy’s later life.
In a letter to Cottle from Racedown, Coleridge had made no '
reference to Dorothy so absorbed was he in the genius of his new
friend* "Wordsworth", he had written "admires my tragedy which
gives me great hopes. Wordsworth has written a Tragedy himself.
I
I speak with heart felt sincerity, and (I think) unbllnded
judgment, when I tell you ’I feel a little man by his side’ and
yet I do not think myself a less man than I formerly thought
myself".^^
But when he had them both under his roof at Nether Stowey
13. S.T.C. to J.C. July 1797.
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lioinw iiil’-v ’’tf.-iJjid-cO bo'xls,^. raooct werr u 'r{j'r''tW3D’ic>'.V ftas-x
aios uVw i>eJ/'u u.t en 'leiXa bne ; : >Jrf;;-S):s£j sj3w 03jdJ^'C9IoO
.Tvobt)Oj?H Sp. bo'Cii’Js e.'jO-'xeCow . ’’b-is'idMoJI ©fl?” aiii fojnoT
ciG'x'l aoi' 's'loqea ^ncX 9 loblar^oo -torr ed ;txrocffi
.
^ocd SBW .“^ctnotr e.:£ct lo Lno o/':t 0':r>l©tJ bne sbnoir:': vr^n zlii
B .^n©q8 vericf o'louw t^owo.J-cJ 'loxi^oW oi >r.3rW o:t rfala'w
jS r*.2 «v‘ a'ia^T RoI'iiylO , ';.9ic 'rleiif lo 2lt)9<v i 'io'5 , :tr£^inc»'iol S^qq^ri
od 10'i tS^eJS) 'loctal lo o'pisJ ^09iio or£-f .-^on s/zv/ oil . ^noxrg -yoIIoI
r/Irtel) odct ejsw doldv qbe'^^F.iJ Ir? uobjsna sri^ ‘lobsm XlXJe r.w
ctAilct iio£ld‘ 8mr d’l ,csoniXenoI IsiJb lo ollX ai.rf o;t ebrj’Xo'iq
exl<> 3nonte sci ocf eew fioXifT? qlrfBbnoX'il orlj^ lo roYOc O'lsv; ebore ox[o
on 9bBfc bfiil 93f)lq:oXoO ^::wob90BiI .' il oX^toO oct- ‘ioXla£ r nX
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bcbnXXcfnxr I) bne .'C^X'ieonXa .*tXol -Heorf iictlw jfeoqc I
bre »ebXa u.a: ^cf n«in oXi;tXX b X&el X' Xldxt I narlw ,Xnof3Sbx/L
i;lgi/0£fd v.£^emT:ol I nniii oBift aeoX j3 IXosyih slnXiiX ^on ob I Xo'»:
. S-^I'lXoaY^'
'^owod’r^ 'lorf^oll i.<3 loo^i sill *ietwJ dlod irBodd bBcI ad noxfw Xi/9
wftirciv/ o-'*‘Xnir.v'f ctxor o.vr .’’ot'xuQO" tZbose'id' a’d lo llBrf p brm
n: 03 i ado js.d:tl\v uisqqeo'i o:f orsil bncoFi a ’^«vb IXcCf^tri o-ioct oil
-ol/X TolrX s’ /dcfcToC lo egnldJ- awoXoo'iq
.vevx o:t .O.T.a .51 .
1^
: he spoke of Dorothy as enthusiastically as her brother and with
|a subtler discrimination. ”W. and his exquisite sister are with
j!
i'me. She is a woman indeed I in mind I mean, and heart, for her
person is such, that if you expected to see a pretty woman, you
'would think her ordinary; but if you expected to see any ordinary
woman, you would think her pretty I but her manners are simple,
I
jardent. Impressive. In every motion, her most innocent soul
outbeams so brightly, that who saw would say,
|j
’Guilt was a thing impossible in her.' Her information
various. Her eye watchful in minutest observation of nature;
I
and her taste, aperfect electrometer. It bends, protrudes,
and draws in, at subtlest beauties, and most recondite faults.
For a week or so, however, Coleridge was denied the full
enjoyment of the companionship of his friends. The second day
after the Wordsworths came, Sara accidentally spilt a skillet
I
j
'of boiling milk over his foot and for a week or so he was con-
1 fined to the house. Sitting in the arbor one evening he
l!
followed them in fancy and put his fancy into verse;
jj
"Well, they are gone, and here must I remain.
This lime-tree bower my prison! I have lost
!| Beauties and feelings, such as would have been
!
1
Most sweet to my remembrance even when age
1
I
Ij
Hath dimmed mine eyes to blindness I"
4. S.T.C. - J.C. July 1797.
5. DeSellncourt
,
op. cit. pp. 69-76.
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They meanwhile, friends whom I never more may see again.
In springy heath, along the hill -top edge
Wander in gladness --
As he watched his guests set out upon one of their wander-
ings about the wooded hills, Wordsvrorth^s tall, gaunt figure
contrasting almost grotesquely with the gypsy smallness of
Charles Lamb and of her whom he already called "my sister" his
heart was full of peace and joy for the gift of friendship which
life had brought to his door.^*^ His guests were delighted with all
they saw. Dorothy writes, "There is everything here; sea, woods
wild as fancy ever painted, brooks clear and pebbly as in
Cumberland, villages so romantic, and William and I in a wander
by ourselves, found out a serquestered waterfall in a dell fromed
by steep hills covered with full-grown timber trees. The woods
are as fine as those at Lowther, and the country more romantic,
and it has the character of the less grand parts of the neighbor-
hood of the Lakes"
On this same "wander" they lighted upon Alfoxden, a large
(Country house surrounded by a deer park. The place gave them
I
such delight that at once, as was their wont, they pictured them-
selves as dv/ellers in a little cottage near by, if such could be
jiround there. A few days later they heard that the house itself
I
t
U6. Coleridge’s Poetical Works "This Lime-Tree Bower My' PriVon"
jl7. Qausset - The Lost Leader p. 200
18. Letters op. clt. D.W. to M. H. (’) July 4, 1797
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^>>''•-‘^'-12 nl
-coxibi-'f^ ai lohtWfl
-r.&biXi^'H nXoifi lo ono noqu ^tL'0 ioc air.oua Gl.i be;io:f>y:i od uA
ornsj^J ': iarfj3^ .LCjed’ e ' ui’i we/jicVV , X\ojbocw 9ri»f ajicii
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yras to let furnished, at a merely nominal rent, and through the
good offices of Thomas Poole they secured it at twenty-three
;
j
pounds a year.^^
il9, DeSelincourt op. cit. p. 76
edf ifrro^ixid- isnje ,-tneT If'.nimoK jloiotn b dP ^t.gdcin'i ieSl oj
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CHAPTER V ALFOXDEN
On July 14, 1797, the Wordsworths moved to their new home
at Alfoxden and in the exquisite days that followed Dorothy,
William, and Coleridge enjoyed life to the utmost. William was
happier than he had ever been. As he talked to Coleridge, he
saw how wrong he had been in distrusting his own experience
because it could not be Interpreted by another man’s philosophy.
He realized it was his task to evolve a philosophy from his own
experience. The feeling with which Nature filled him became
a revelation which it was his life work to communicate to his
fellowmen. He learned to regard his own spiritual life with
detachment and had found a way of looking at life which gave
unity to all he thought and wrote.
Coleridge, even as he illuminated William’s e:?5perience
and taught him to have the courage of vision given to him, was
himself learning sanething from the purity and intensity of
those relations to Nature. William’s feeling for Nature inter-
j
ested him and, to some extent communicated itself to him, but
Dorothy’s feeling for Nature, which seemed to him quite different
interested him still more. There was enchantment for him in
his walks with Dorothy. It seemed as she walked beside him,
svlft and half stooping, that her eyes saw through the super-
ficial appearance of things, making nothing of the conventional
distinction between beauty and ugliness. The leafless boughs,
the bare trees, he noted were to h^r nq_lgss dear fMan
/ »
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fair trees in full leaf. She w>ould stop to note the exact and
lively rough green of the turnips vi th as much interest as she
would note the rich bloom of the heath flowers. In the sheer
form and texture of things she vo uld find something that fed
her heart and fired her imagination.
Dorothy could not explain what she felt in those days when
she gave herself as never before to feeling. She only knew
that she was not thinking about life but living. She was no
longer a lonely watcher of the stream of life, she was absorbed
in its waters. She was happy in this absorption, happy for the
time to lose Identity in the sheer joy of being alive.
The happiness of these three was felt by all who came in
contact with them. Cottle, v/ho visted Nether Stowey in July,
realized that he was in touch with lives brimful of beauty.
Ordinary things were transfigured and the beautiful things
of the country seemed to have an added beauty. Simbeams dappled
the tables in the garden, the birds sang as if ib were spring,
the breezes were heavy with fragrance, butterflies gilded the
sunshine. The happiness that warmed the air in the presence of
these three sank into the heart, pressing upon it and over-
brimming it with sweetness.
Coleridge was immensely benefited in spirits by the com-
panionship of the Wordsworths. Although he was depressed be-
cause as he put it, he had ”no power of earning Bread and
Cheese”, he had a marvelous faculty of forgetting care and his
finest poems were conceived and partly executed while the
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Wordsworths were at Alfoxden. The bracing effect of this society
is seen, too, in the consecutive toil v^ich Coleridge put upon
his "Osorio” which probably represents more hard vo rk than any-
thing else he ever wrote. Sheridan had asked Coleridge to
write a tragedy and the knowlege that Wordsworth was writing
one had encouraged him. Such progress was made that, by
September, he had reached the middle of the fifth act, and a
month later it was finished and sent to Drury Lane Theater. It I
i
was rejected but, in 1813, in a revised form with a new title,
i
"Remorse”, it was successfully performed and had a long run.^ ‘
Wordsworth was not much later than Coleridge in finishing
|
i
his tragedy and on November 20, Dorothy Wordsworth writes,
"William's play is finished and sent to the managers of the
Covent Garden Theater. We have not the fd.'ntest expectation
that it will be accepted.”^ But, undoubtedly, they had some
hopes, for they went to London about the end of the month md
stayed three weeks. The play was rejected in the end, but
I
attributing, as they did, the rejection of "The Borderers" to
!
the "debased state of the stage", they did not allow their
disappointment to weigh too heavily upon them.
The visit to London, after so many mohths of quiet life,
|
acted as a stimulus to Wordsworth's productive powers. He
|
returned to Alfoxden with a quickened appreciation of nature,
1. Harper, Wm. Wordsworth pp. 330-332
2. D.W. to M.H. Nov. 20, 1797.
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and, also, of his friend Coleridge with his genius and charm.
Whenever the two men are together, it is Coleridge who catches
the eye and enthralls the ear, but he comes and goes. His
Intellectual fire darts now her, now there his genius varies
like the color of a star. Wordsworth gives a steady light.
While the companionship of Coleridge and the HOrdsworths pro-
duced a great quickening of their poetic powers, it was more
immediately evident in Colerige. During these months he compos
his most important poems. —
"This Lime-tree Bower My Priscn”
"The Rime of the Ancient Mariner"
"Christabel" Part I
"Prance, an Ode"
"Frost at Midnight"
"Pears in Solitude"
"The Nightingale; a Conversation Poem"
"Kubla Khan"
The story of how he wrote "The Ancient Mariner" illustrates
the fact that, though they could together plan a w rk, it
would in the end take form and spirit from an individual mind.
On November 13, 1797, Coleridge, with Wordsworth and his sister
started from Alfoxden about four o’clock in the afternoon,
intending to walk to Lynton and the Valley of Stones, on the
North Devon coast about thirty-five miles distant. With their
small sijpply of money, it seemed a rash expenditure, but they
light-heartedly put care aside by resolving to pay the expenses
(I
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of the trip from the proceeds of a poem to be written for ’’The
|
Monthly Magaz ine” . Thus relieved In mind, they tramped gaily '
over the Quantock Hills through the dark autumn evening, and '
spent the first night at the village of Watchet on the Bristol
Channel, planning the "Ancient Mariner" as they went. Coleridge
invented most of the story, which he said was suggested to him
by a dream of his friend, Mr. Crulkshank, a resident of the
Stowey neighborhood. Wordsworth contributed the idea of poetic
justice for the crime of killing an albatross. He had just
been reading Shelvocke "Voyages" \^ere he had seen a description
of the bird. He also suggested the gruesome incident of the
navigation of the ship by the dead men. But the undertaking
proved more congenial to Coleridge and the poem is his. The
trio completed their excursion which took several days and
furnished many delightful and droll recollections. Coleridge '
worked at the poem until it was finished in March, on the twenty-
third of which month, Dorothy wrote in her "Journal" — "Colerldgi^
dined with us. He brought his ballad finished"^ Coleridge,
j
in discussing "The Ancient Mariner" and feeling that there was
j
something of the life of all three of them in the poem said
they were "three persons with one soul"."^
"Three persons w’th one soul" was indeed the truth. Im-
pressilons saiio more deeply into this one soul than they had
3. Journals of Dorothy Wordsvorth p. 14
4. Harper - Wm. Wordsworth pp. 330-334.
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hitherto done into each of the three souls that met in it. It
was gradually becoming part of the life of the three to capture
these impressions, delicate, brilliant, sind fleeting, before
the glow had faded and the brightness dulled. William was in
a tumult of feeling from day to day as he strove for expression.
The sweetness of the first mild spring day, the singing of the
redbreast in the larch that was just putting forth its green,
the sleepy stirring of the birds in the twilight before dawn,
the happy birds fluttering in the grove in the sunshine would
set him muttering fragments of verse that tormented him until
jhe had given them form. As he v/atched the fawns in the grove
of Alfoxden, he suddenly found words for the feeling of lament
with which the fate of the little girl lost at Sterne Mill
Bridge had affected him.
”You yet may spy the Fawn at play
The Hare upon the Green,
But the sweet face of Lucy Gray
Will never more be seen."^
Tom Poole repeated to him some words uttered by an idiot boy
"The Cocks did crov/ to whoo, to-whoo
And the sun did shine so cold
—
and the perfect topsy-turvydom of the words was the inspiration
for "The Idiot Boy" and he used the vo rds in the last stanza.
5. Wordsworth op. cit. "Lucy Gray" Stanza 3 p 118
3. Ibid op, cit. "The Idiot Boy" pp. 86-91.
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It seemed as if all he had met had some clue to the infinite
||
i which set his imagination to work. |1
Coleridge showed the same sensitiveness. Although at
j
I
this time he was sadly beset by financial worries, and also 1
the alienation of Lamb due to Lloyd's malicious gossip, the i
1
i
loving sympathy of William and Dorothy never failed him. He
was still on affectionate terms with his wife, but the fuller
companionship of his nev/ friends made him conscious of a
difference. When Sara intervenes in his poetry, it is to recall
him from daring Imaginative speculation to the safer ground of
a sincere but conventional piety. Dorothy was a stimulus rather
j
than a curb Ydiile "her eye v/atchful in minutest observation of
I
nature” both guided his own and gaver it clearer vision. He
was curiously sensitive to the rhythm of Dorothy’s voice and to
the words she used. Hitherto, he had tended to be ornate in
his diction. As he listened to her phrases, he felt like disr
carding many of his own words as if they were clumsy and outworn.
Her ability to phrase in simple words allthat she saw and heard
was an inspiration to him.
At this time, too, both Coleridge and Wordsworth were at
work on their joint publication to be called "Lyrical Ballads".
Phe idea for this book had its beginning on the walking trip in
idiich "The Ancient Mariner" was planned. Their conversation
turned as it had often turned before to two cardinal points of
poetry, reality and imagination. The thought then suggested it-
^
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self, that on this basis a series of poems could be composed |
of two sorts. In the one the incidents and agents were to be !
in part supernatural; in the other, the characters and Incidents
were to be chosen from ordinary village life. Coleridge was to
direct himself to the romantic element, and to give to super-
natural incidents the reality of human interest. V/ordsworth,
on the other hand, was to propose to himself a series of real-
istic themes, and to give a charm analogous to that of the superl
natural to things of everyday life. Coleridge wrote for his
share "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner", "The Dark Ladie" and
the first part of "Christabel", but Wordsworth wrote a much
larger group of poems in following out this scheme.*^
In January, 1798, Dorothy’s "Journal" began and the entries
from January 20 to March 22 have been preserved. Here for the
first time she reveals that delicate sense of observation, that
exquisitely sensitive susceptibility of eye and ear which pro-
claim the true artist. Her earlier letters describe vi th a
|
ready pen her delight in the country and country life but show
j
few traces of her peculiar genuis. But these two years of
close companionship v/ith her brother had quickened and brought
it to birth. Much of what the journal records are experiences
which she shared with William or Coleridge or when the three of
them were together. Some of the language which she records may
well have fallen from their lips. But though we ov/e our
7. Caine S .T .Coleridge pp. 63-64,
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our vocabulary and something of our experience to the company 1|
'
I
we keep, the use we make of it depends upon ourselves and all jj
that Dorothy notes in her "Journal" has a freshness and spon- |l
taneity that is hers alone. The entries are often mere jottings'’
disjointed sentences without verbs. Yet no studied composition
0ould convey with a surer touch the landscape lure of rural
England. When she is with nature unspoile^i and unadorned she I
sets down simply and faithfully what she sees, and drinking in ,
8 '
the spirit of the season, distills it into telling phrase.
Although she began her diary at the time of year when the
English country'- side has least attraction to comraon eyes, yet
how she v/arms under the winter sunshine that has come to break
up a spell of dark rainy weather.
"Alfoxden, January SOth, 1798. — The green paths down
the hillsides are channels for streams. The young wheat is
streaked by silver lines of water running betv/een the ridges.
After the wet dark days, the country seems more populous. It
peoples Itself in the sumbeams. The garden, mimic of spring,
is gay with flowers. The purple-starred hepatica spreads it-
self in the sun, and the clustering snowdrops put forth their
white heads, at first upright, ribbed with green and like a
rosebud when completely opened, hanging their heads downwards,
but slowly lengthening their slender stems. The slanting woods
8. DeSelincourt Dorothy Wordsworth pp 78-79.
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of an unvarying brown, showing the light through the thin net-
work of their upper boughs. Upon the highest ridges of that
round hill covered with planted oaks, the shafts of the trees
show in the light like the columns of a ruin.
Jan. 23rd. -- Bright sunshine, went out at 3 o’clock. The
sea perfectly calm blue, streaked with deeper colour by the
clouds, and tongues or points of sand; on our return of a
gloomy red. The sun gone down. The crescent moon, Jupiter
and Venus. The sound of the sea distinctly heard on the tops
of the hills, which we could never hear in stimmer. We attribute
this partly to the bareness of the trees, but chiefly to the
absence of the singing of birds, the hum of insects, that
noiseless noise which lives in the summer air. The villages
marked out by beautiful beds of smoke. The turf fading into
the the mountain road. The scarlet flov/ers of the moss.
Jan. 25th. — Went to Poole’s after tea. Thy sky spread
with one continuous cloud, whitened by the light of the moon,
which though her dim shape was seen, did not throw forth so
strong a light as to chequer the earth with shadows. At once
the clouds seemed to cleave asunder, and left her in the center
of a black-blue vault. She sailed along, followed by multitudes
of stars, small, bright, and sharp. Their brightness seemed
concentrated, (half-moon)
.
Jan. 27th. — Walked from seven o’clock, till half-past
eight. Upon the whole an uninteresting evening. Only once
^ile we were in the wood the moon burst through the invisible
•^1
w - i 'A rK•t
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;
veil which enveloped her, the shadows of the oaks blackened, 1|
i' and their lines became more strongly marked. The withered
'
I
jl leaves were coloured with a deeper yellow, a brighter gloss
''
i
spotted the hollies; again her form became dimmer; the sky
i
I
' flat, unmarked by distances, a vhite thin cloud. The manufac-
ji
turer’s dog makes a strange, uncouth howl, which it continues
many minutes after there is no noise near it but that of the
jj
' brook. It howls at the murmur of the village stream*
!' February 1st. — About two hours before dinner, set forwarjl
,
towards Mr. Bartholomew’s. The wind blew so keen in our faces i
[I
that we felt ourselves inclined to seek the covert of the wood. |
i' There we had a warm shelter, gathered a biirthen of large rotten I
M boughs blown down by the wind of the preceding night. The 1
sun shone clear, but all at once a heavy blackness hung over
|
I
'
the sea. The trees almost roared, and the ground seemed in
ji
motion with the multitudes of dancing leaves, which made a
I
I
rustling sound distinct from that of the trees. Still the
|j
asses pastured in quietness under the hollies, undisturbed by
these forerunners of storm. The wind beat furiously against
!
:
US as we returned. Full moon. She rose in uncommon majesty
over the sea, slowly ascending through the clouds. Sat with
l the ’.window open an hour in the moonlight.
i, Feb. 4th. — Walked a great part of the way to Stowey with
^
Coleridge. The morning warm and sunny. The young lasses seen
on the hill-tops, in the villages and roads, in their summer
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holiday clothes — pink petticoats and blue. Mothers with theii^,
children in arms, and little ones that could just walk,
tottering by their side. Midges or small flies spinning in
the sunshine, the songs of the lark and the redbreast; daisies
upon the turf; the hazels in blossom; honeysuckles budding. I
saw one solitary strawberry flower under a hedge. The furze
gay v/ith blossom. The moss rubbed from the pai lings by the
sheep, that leave locks of wool, and the red marks with w^hich
they are spatted, upon the wood.
March 1st. — We rose early. A thick fog obscured the
distant prospect entirely, but the shapes of the nearer trees
and the dome of the wood dimly seen and dilated. It cleared
away between ten and eleven. The shapes of the mist slowly
moving along, exquisitely beautiful; passing over the sheep
they almost seemed to have more of life than those quiet
g
creatures. The unseen birds singing in the mist."
The value of Dorothy’s ’’Journal” is enhanced by its rela-
tion to Wordsworth’s and Coleridge’s poetry. Dorothy probably
started the ’’Journal” at William’s request and, as we have said
before, some of the observations which it records may well have
been made by William or Coleridge. Certainly the recurrence
of certain phrases from the "Journal” in Wordsworth’s and
Coleridge’s writings would suggest that v/hen the two men dis-
cussed and read their poetry together Dorothy contributed her
9. Journals op. cit. p. 3,4,5,6,7,12.
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t
share by readings from the "Journal”.
A striking example of this relationship is to be found in
Wordsworth’s poem ”A Night-Piece” vfcen compared with the entries
in Dorothy’s ’’Journal” for January 25 and 31. The poem is as
follov/s I
”A Night-Piece^*^
The sky is overcast
With a continuous cloud of texture close.
Heavy and wan, all whitened by the Moon,
Which through that vdL e is Indistinctly seen
A dull contracted circle yielding light
So feebly spread, that not a shadow falls.
Chequering the grouhd — from rock, plants tree or tower
At length a pleasant Instantaneous gleam
Startles the pensive traveller v/hile he treads
His lonesome path, with unobserving eye
Bent earthwards; he looks up — the clouds are split
Asunder, and above his head he sees
The clear Moon, and the glory of the heavens.
There in a blue -black vault she sails along,
Follovi^ed by multitudes of stars that small
And sharp, and bright along the dark abyss
Drive as she drives; how fast they wheel away.
Yet vanish not ’. the wind is in the tree
10. Wordsworth’s op. cit. ”A Night-Piece” p. 71
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But they are silent; — still they roll along
Immeasurably distant; and the vault
Built round by those white clouds, enormous clouds.
Still deepens its unfathomable depth.
At length the Vision closes; and the mind.
Not undisturbed by the delight it feels.
Which slowly settles into peaceful calm.
Is left to muse upon the solemn scene*"
The asses she notes ’’pasturing in quietness” on
February 1st bore their part in the inspiration of ’’Peter Bell|
In ”A Whirlblast from behind the Hill^^ the leaves dance
as they danced in Dorothy’s ’’Journal” of February 1st.
Her ’’Journal” mentions the strange, uncouth hov/1 of the
manufacturer's dog and Coleridge writes in ’’Christabel’’^^
’’Sir Leoline, the Baron rich
Hath a Toothless mastiff, which
From her kennel beneath the rock
Maketh answer to the clock."
On March 7th she drank tea with her brother at Coleridge’s
”A cloudy sky", she wrote, "Observed nothing particularly
interesting — the distant prospect obscured. One only leaf
upon the top of a tree — the sole remaining leaf - danced
round like a ray blown by the wind" . March 24th was a dull
H
11. Wordst&orth op. clt. "Peter Bell" p. 96
" "
" A Whirlblast from behind the Hill pp.
12. Coleridge op. cit. "Chrlstabel" p. 116. 82-83.
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night--**a sort of white shade over the blue sky. The stars dim.
The spring continues to advance very slowly, no green trees.,
|
the hedges leafless; nothing green but the brambles that still
retain their own leaves The crooked arm of the old oak
tree points upward to the moon” . And on the next evening spent
again at Stowey, she noted -- ”The night cloudy but not dark.”
And Coleridge continued his poem
”Is the night chilly and dark^
The night is chilly but not dark
The thin gray cloud is spread on high
It covers but not hides the sky.
The moon is behind, and at the full
And yet she looks both small and dull.
The night is chill, the cloud is gray;
’Tis a month before the month of May
And the Spring comes slowly up this way.
She stole along, she nothing spoke
The sighs she heaved v/ere soft and low
And naught was green upon the oak
But moss and rarest mistletoe
She kneels beneath the huge oak tree
And in silence prayeth she
•
The night is chill; the forest bare
Is it the wind that moaneth bleak
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There is not wind enough in the air |
To move away the ringlet curl
I
Prom the lovely lady’s cheek — -j
I
There is not wind enough to twirl
|
The one red leaf, the last of its clan.
That dances as often as dance it can.
Hanging so light, and hanging so high,
|
T'5 ti '
On the topmost twig that looks up at the sky.
I
I
Thus "Christabel •* was born between them. Coleridge’s
was the faitasy, the power of enchanting transmutation; Dorothy’s
was the vivid sense of the sights and sounds of nature that
supplemented his vaguer vision. As to any definite plot, the :
poem never had one until, in later years, Coleridge invented
one to excuse his inability to continue it.
This poem was the projection of a romantic mood as well
ai^ the fruit of a tender association. Without this association^
it could scarcely have come into being, for Coleridge’s magical
powers were already being sapped by circumstance, and, save
for a time, when they were artificially restored by a narcotic.
’’Christabel” was the last poem in which they were fully realized..
In two other poems of this year ”Love” and ’’The Ballad of the
j
i
Dark Ladle” there are echoes of the same note, but their genera],!
level is more conventionally romantic. Both surely are haunted
|
13. Ibid. ”Christabel” Stanzas 3,5,7. p. 116.
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by Dorothy’s presence although it vo uld be misleading to say
they were actually addressed to her. Coleridge addressed her
as he had addressed Mary Evans as ’’Sister" • It was for him
the perfect relationship, and he implied by it ao mething
more than brotherly affection. At once feminine and child-like
himself, he responded to any man’s sympathy with a tenderness
devoid of passion. For a w) man of such subtle sensibility as
Dorothy Wordsworth his devotion only differed in degree. At
moments it was translated into poetry of an enchanted communion
and doubtless, it was an image of her which floated through
the poem "Love” and underlay the "Dark Ladie" . She lives a
consoling phantom in the stanzas of the poem "Love".^^
"The moonshine stealing o’er the scene
Had blended with the lights of eve.
And she was there ,my hope, my joy.
My own dear Genevieve.
Pew sorrows hath she of her own
My hope I my joy I my Genevieve ’.
She loves me best, whene’er I sing
The songs that make her grieve.
I played a soft and doleful air
I sang an old and moving story
An old rude song that suited well
14. Ibid "Love" p. 135 Stanzas 5,5,6.
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That ruin wild and hoary".
Or in
" Wait only till the hand of eve
Hath wholly closed yon western bars
And through the dark we two will steal
Beneath the twinkling stars
In such verses intermingled with the relaxed sentiment
typical of Coleridge whenever he sets himself to write a love
poem, the meetings of which "Chrlstabel" was born are uncon-
sciously remembered and in another stanza, doubtless unconscious-
ly, more light is shed on his relationship with Dorothy than
by any amount of inference from later events.
"My friends with rude ungentle v/ords
They scoff and bid me fly to thee
0 give me shelter in thy breast
0 shield and shelter me."^^
The poet and the dreamer, as modern psychology has demon-
strated, are closely akin. The Incidents which come to both
are dramatizations of the subconscious so they say. With
Coleridge the comparison is particularly relevant since he was
I
a somnambulist even in his waking hours. The last stanza
quoted may be regarded merely as a part of a romantic ballad
but it does embody in picturesque language the need which Dorothy
15. Ibid Ballad of the Dark Ladle p. 136-137 - Stanza 11
16. Ibid P.137 - Stanza 7.
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supplies in his life.
If "Christahel” was almost the last of his pure incantatior.
”Frost at Midnight" was, except for a passage in "The Nightin-
gale" written two months later, the !la st of his domestic
idylls. Indeed his period of happiness was ending fast. Fact
was beginning to threaten fantasy, and fear, public and private,
to trouble peace. In April there was even alarm of a possible
French invasion and it was no longer possible in a "half sleep"
to dream of better worlds . Wordsworth attitude toward life
and his own maturing mind had deprived him of that solace.
When Coleridge was alone fears might crowd his mind, but
he forgot them when with Dorothy in the wood, in ^Ich day
by day through this sunny April they walked together, he lis-
tened to the nightingale.^'^
"That crowds and hurries and precipitates
V/ith fast thick warble his delicious notes
But never elsewhere in one place I knew
So many nightingales; and far and near.
In wood and thicket, over the wide grove
They answer and provoke each other’s songs
With skirmish and capricious passagings.
And murmurs musical and swift jug,
And one low piping sound more sweet than all
s
17. Fausset S .T .Coleridge pp. 172-lSO
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-- she knows all these notes.
That gentle Maid I and oft, a moment’s space
’iVhat time the moon was lost behind a cloud,
|
Hath heard a pause of silence, till the moon '
Emerging, hath awakened earth and sky i
With one sensation, and those wakeful birds i
Have all burst forth in choral minstrelsy
As if some sudden gale had swept at once.
A hxmdred airy harps I And she hath watched
Mahy a nightingale perch giddily
On blossoming twig still swinging from the breeze
And to that motion tune his wanton song
Like tipsy joy that reels with tossing head.^®
It was the last occasion in his poetry in which he seemed
to have the blessing of Nature. He was to worship her in the
future, but always as a rejected suitor, longing for the embrace
which once he had known, and it is fitting that the nightingale,
of all Nature’s voices the most luxuriantly buoyant, should
have Inspired his ecstatic farewell.
It was a simple life which these three happy people lived
that year in Alfoxden. Their walks were for the most part
bounded within a radius of three or four miles, over the
Quantocks to Nether Stowey and back, or to ”Kllve by the sea”.
18, Coleridge op. clt. ’’The Nightingale” pp. 131-135.
lines 44-46, 55-68, 75-86.
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Often their errands were to the baker’s or blacksmith’s, or
to the farm for eggs, or merely to pick up sticks for fire-
wood. Yet they always returned the richer by some memorable
sight or sound. For neighbors they had the Poole s, the Chesters
and the Cruikshanlcs . William and Dorothy had formed the habit
of walking in the afternoon or evening, but this was often
broken by Coleridge’s incursion in the early morning and at
whatever hour he left them, they wDuld tramp all or part of
the way with him to Stowey. Often he would stsy the night.
Twice at least he bore off William and Dorothy for a tour of
several days -- the one already mentioned to Watchet in Novem-
ber, 1797, and the other in the following May to the caves of
of Cheddar. For the rest th^ were content with their own
neighborhood ” loitering long and pleasantly” in the coombes,
or besides the beloved waterfall, or striding over the Quan-
tocks discussing the principles of poetry and reciting to each
other their latest verses while Dorothy followed at their
heels
.
There are a few pleasing pict>ures of this period of
their lives, the profitable intercourse, the delightful rambles,
’’Upon smooth Quantock’s airy ridge we roamed
Unchecked, or loitered ’mid his sylvan combs
Thou, in bewitching words, with happy heart.
19, Lee. op. cit. p. 43
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Dldst chant the vision of that ancient man
The bright -eyed mariner; and rueful woes
Didst utter of the Lady Christabel —
And I, associate with such labors, steeped
In soft forgetfulness the livelong hours.
Murmuring of him vUio, joyous hap, was found
After the perils of his moonlight ride,
!
Near the loud waterfall; or her who sate
In misery near the miserable thorn.
I
The poem, "To My Sister", written in front of Alfoxden is
i
suggestive, too, of their happy rural life. It begins on "the
I
first mild day of March" when to the receptive spirit of the
poet each minute of the advancing, balmy day appeared to be
!
lovelier than the preceding one, #iile sauntering on the lawn,
he begs his sister to hasten with her morning household duties
^ and share his enjoyment of the genial sunshine.
"Then come, my Sister, come, I pray
With speed put on your woodland dress;
And bring no book: for this one day
We’ll give to idleness.
Coleridge was not satisfied that William and he should
buy themselves with expressing the chance feelings that came
20. Wordsworth’s op. cit. Worke "The Prelude" Book XIV
Lines 396 to 407
21. Ibid "To My Sister" p. 82.
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to them from day to day. He wished them both to coordinate and
write their experiences in long philosophical poems on Man,
Nature, Society, in which he meant to express his philosophy.
He made many notes for this poem in moments of illumination as
he wandered on the Quantocks from time to time. His poem was
to be called "The Brook" and the main idea in it was to be the
merging of the Qinite in the Infinite, even as small streams are
obsorbed in the mighty sea. William elected theme much like
Coleridge’s. He was to write on Man, Nature and Human Life
and his poem was to be called "The Recluse."
Wordsworth also had in mind another poem in i^hich he should
express at greater length than he had yet done, what he felt
about the riddle of human life and the exultations, thwart ings,
and agonies.
But this blissful life at Alfoxden was not long to continue.
The neighboring gentry viewed them askance. Their hospitality
to the notorious Thelwall, the Jacobin, at the very beginning
of their tenancy at Alfoxden had made an unfortunate opening
to their tenancy. Lady St. Aubyn, head of the family from v/hom
they rented the property, addressed a sharp letter to Foole
for having introduced them and though Poole stoutly defended
them, their bohemian manner of life only confirmed the suspicion
that they were undesirable. Early in March they learnt that
Alfoxden was let over their heads and at midsummer their lease
wDuld end. Paced with the problem of finding a new house, they
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had many plans. Poole held out hopes for securing them a
pleasant home within a quarter, of a mile of a mile of Alfoxden ,
which did not materialize. A week later they decided to go
to Germany.
Thoughts of their coming departure, however, did not spoil
their happiness of the moment. For the first time they v/it-
|
nessed together the rapid onrush of a later spring in a richly
fertile country. In two or three days the hedges budded and !
I
blossomed, multitudes of primroses, dog violets, periwinkles, ',|
and stitchv/ort bordered the lanes, five days later cowslips
|
were plentiful in the fields. Their hearts reponded to the
j
gaiety of the season and preparations for the projected volume
of poems went on apace.
^
In May Cottle was with them to discuss the publication
j
of the book. Early in June, Hazlitt visited them and we are
indebted to him for his picture of V^ordsv/orth.^^ There was
something of a roll, a lounge in his gait not unlike his own
Peter Bell. There was a severe worn pressure of thought about
him temples (as if he savf something in objects more than out-
ward appearance) an Intense high narrow forehead, a Roman nose,
cheeks furrowed by strong purpose and feeling and a convulsive
inclination to laughter about the mouth, a good deal at variance
with the solemn stately expression of the rest of his face.
22. Burra - Wordsworth pp. 76-77
23. Hazlltt - Sketches & Essays p. 271.
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Then on the twenty -fifth, they said farewell to Alfoxden
After a v/eek spent at Nether Stowey, they went to Bristol to
stay with Cottle. Prom his house Dorothy wrote a letter to
"Aunt” Rawson telling her of their sorrow at leaving Alfoxden
and their plans for the proposed trip to Germany.
Their business in Bristol was to see the "Lyrical Ballads"
through the press, but before a week was out, the noise and
bustle of the city proved hateful to both of them and William
was eager to show his sister the lovely country about them.
"We crossed the Severn ferry," he tells us, "and walked ten
miles further to Tlntern Abbey, a very beautiful ruin on the
Vtf'ye
. The next day we v/alked along the river through Monmouth
to Goodrich Castle, there slept and returned the next day to
Tintem, where we slept, and thence back in a small vessel to
Bristol.
No holiday that brother and sister ever took together left
a deeper mark upon their own memories or upon English poetry.
The lines composed on the last day of the tour, and finished
as they re-entered Bristol were, at once, William’s greatest
contribution to the coming volume and the fullest tribute to
That Dorothy had been to him since she had joined him at Race-
down three years before.
"For thou art with me here upon the banks
Of this fair river; thou my dearest Friend,
My dear, dear friend; and in thy voice I catch
The language of my former heart, and read
'I
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My former pleasures in the shooting lights
Of thy wildoyes. Oh I yet a little v/hile
May I behold in thee v/hat I was once
My dear, dear Sister, and this prayer I make.
Knowing that Nature never did betray
The heart that loved her; *tis her privilege
Through all the years of this our life to lead
From joy to joy, for she can so inform
The mind that is within us, so Impress
With quietness and beauty, and so feed
With lofty thoughts, that neither evil tongue
Rash judgements, nor the sneers of selfish men.
Nor greetings where no kindness is, nor all
The dreary intercouse of daily life.
Shall e'er prevail against us, or disturb
Our cheerful faith, that all which we behold
Is full of blessings. Therefore let the moon
Shine on thee in thy solitary walk;
And let the misty mountain winds be free
To blow against thee: and in after years.
When these wild ecstasies shall be matured
Into a sober pleasure; when thy mind
Shall be a mansion for all lovely forms.
Thy memory be as a dwelling-place
For all sweet sounds and harmonies; oh I then.
If solitude, or fear, or pain, or grief.
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Should be thyportlon, with ^at healing thoughts
Of tender joy v;ilt thou, remember me,
And these my exhortations i Nor, perchance
If I should be where I no more can hear
Thy voice, nor catch from thy wild eye these glesjns
Of past existence — wilt thou then forget
That on the banks of this delightful stream
We stood together; and that I, so long
A worshipper of Nature, hither came
Unwearied in that service; rather say
With warmer love — oh I with far deeper zeal
Of holler love. Nor wilt thou then forget
That after many wanderings, many years
Of absence, these steep woods and lofty cliffs
And this green pastoral landscape v/ere to me.
Both dear, both for themselves and for thy sake.^*^
Soon after their return to Bristol, they moved to the villaj^e
<s
of Shirchampton five miles off where they could live in quiet
and yet be v/lthin reach of Cottle’s printing office. Here
Coleridge often joined them and some time in August suggested
to them what he called "a dash into Wales. "Our going to Wales"
wrote Willian to a friend," was a quite unpremeditated scheme.
Mr. Coleridge proposed it one evening and we left the next
24. Wordsv/orth op* cit . Tintern Abbey pp. 91-93.
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mopnlng at six o’clock* W© kad a v©r^ pleasant tour along the
banks of the Usk and V/ye and into Brecknockshire”.^^ Their
excuse was to pay a visit to Thelwall who had settled down
with his family at a farmhouse at Llysen near Brecon, but w©
can hardly doubt that its greatest delight lay in showing to
I
Coleridge that beautiful country about Tirltern Abbey which
had lately inspired Wordsworth. Before the end of the month
they had started for Germany. Coleridge had decided to leave
his wife and family at Nether under the care of the faiti. al
Foole, and he brought vd th him as a companion a young man
called Chester. London was reached on the twenty-seventh after
a pleasant journey, they left there on September 14, and reached
Yarmouth by noon the following day.^^
I have spent so much time on this period at Alfoxden be-
cause while Dorothy’s influence upon her brother began much
earlier, it is during these days that her influence on
Coleridge was at its height. Dorothy loved Coleridge as she
loved William with a something more than sisterly affection.
Dp to this time V/illiam had been her whole life and the passion-
ate devotion she had given him had been his saving grace. Now
Coleridge first because he inspired William and later, for his
oval sake was the recipient of this same wholehearted love . At
best Coleridge v/as a lonesome soul, and in this atmosphere of
love and appreciation, his whole nature expanded. But it was
26. DeSellncourt, op, clt. pp. 88-90.
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not only the affection which she gave him which helped Coleridgejf.
As has been seen, her keen perceptions and deep appreciation of
all aspects of Nature helped him to view the world in a new
light. And Coleridge in his poems returned in full measure
the love and devotion of Dorothy. To her it must have been a
great satisfaction to know that Coleridge ^s best work was done
during those happy days at Alfoxden.
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CHAPTER VI
Germany and. Sockburn
On September 16, 1798, Chester, Coleridge, V/illlam and
Dorothy set sail for Hamburg. Wordsworth's original intention
was to spend two years in Germany learning the language and
making scientific studies, but the visit lasted only six months
and. Indeed, his contact with Germans during his stay was
slight and unimportant. Unlike Coleridge, who was expansively
sociable, Wordsworth, particularly when he was companioned by
Dorothy kept much to himself. It is true that at Hamburg he
j
had several lengthy talks with the poet Klopstock, but this,
^
as far as we know, was the only occasion on which he enjoyed
any intercourse with a German of Distinction. It was character-
u-
istic, too, that one of the first things he did at Harabrug was
to buy Percy's "Reliques" at an English bookstore. And certain-
ly the remarkable group of poems which he composed in Germany
owed far more in spirit to Percy than they did to his surround-
ings .
The WordswortPiS, hov/ever, did not stay long in Hamburg,
and realizing that they could never learn German, so long as
Coleridge was there to talk in English, they decided to part.
Ee set out for Ratzeburg to expand joyously in the sunshine of
German sentiment and speculation while Dorothy and William
after tv;o days of wretched travelling arrived at Goslar, which
proved to be a dull, dreary town. The people were inhospitable
and William had little opportunity of speaking German except
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with members of the household in which they lived. It was
a miserable winter for William, but it was an unexpectedly
productive one. The gospel of Nature which he had preached
so happily in the previous spring had already failed him when
put to the test of a bitter winter in a strange land. Again
it was Dorothy’s presence which saved him. She v;as his only
source of inspiration and joy.
On one of the coldest days of the year when the stove seeme
t
most inadequate he delighted her by writing,
"I
Can draw warmth from the cheek of my love
As blest and as glad, in this desolate gloom
As if green summer grass were the floor of my room
And woodbines were hanging above.
^
Dorothy’s heart lighted up, too, when letters came from
Coleridge telling them how much he missed them, even though he
had been lucky in Ratzeburg and had been able to make many
pleasant acquaintances very quickly. When he sent seme
hexameters to William for criticism he added, ’’You have all in
each other; but I am lonely and want you.”^ How much he wanted
and needed them now, not even Coleridge himself realized, but
it was good for the Wordsworths to know that the close sweet
bond was unbroken.
d
1. Wordsworth op. clt. "Written in Germany" p. 122 Lines 26-3C
2. S.T.C. to W.W. - 1798
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I
Under Dorothy's influence Wordsworth began to feel again
the creative urge which had driven him at Alfoxden. Once more
he v/as seeking to find words for some of the experience of
those days. It v^as now that he wrote his unique ballad, "Lucy
Gray", founded on a story, which Dorothy had told him long ago,
about the little girl lost at Sterne Mill Bridge. Uow, too,
he wrote his most precious lyrics to "Lucy". What the source
of these lovely little poems was, we do not knov/. Professor
Harper and M. Legouis have both suggested it might have been
an episode in his early life, but it is certain, and Dorothy
could not fail to realize it, that much of their feeling sprang
from his devotion to her. He crystallized with exquisite
simplicity and tenderness his love of her as a pure flower of
Nature, doomec’ like all such flowers to die into the Nature in |
vhich they have lived so beautifully. Regardless of theories
we do know that "Louisa" and "The Glow-worm" were both inspired
by Dorothj’’, and, it is possible that the v/hole group may have
!
been simply an expression of his passionate attachment to her. |l
Coleridge said also that the sublime epitaph,
|
'T
I
"A slumber did my spirit seal,"
I
had been prompted by the thought of Dorothy’s death. The
j
I
exquisite lines on the education of the child fromed by Nature
i
to be a lady of her ows^ which precede the epitaph are clearly i
3. Wordsworth op. cit . "A Slumer Did My Spirit Seal" p. 113
5. Ibid "Three Years She Grew" p. 133.
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%connected with Dorothy in thought and feeling,^
1
Thus, fruitfully for William, and happily for Dorothy, !
passed their five months seclusion at Goslar. About the middle
of February they started out for Nordhausen through the Hartz
forest, finally reaching there on the twenty-seventh of the
month and for another tv/o months they rambled about Germany.
Towards the end of April they passed a day or tvro with Coleridge
at Gottingen, where he had gone from Ratzeburg. He seemed to
feel less the solace of their coming than a kind of pang at
the closeness of their union. As he talked with them, his
loneliness became a torment. He accompanied them, when they
left, five miles out of tovm. They were infected by his sad-
ness, his uncertainty and the obscure trouble which v/as over-
whelming him. He would make no plans for the future, and when,
at last, he turned back, Dorothy’s heart filled with pain and
anxiety and William had tears in his eyes. It was almost as if
brother and sister realized what sorrow lay ahead for their
dearest friend.
William’s one wish now was to get back to England and
Dorothy was as impatient as he. They went to Hamburg by
diligence and down the Elbe to Ciixhaven where they embarked.
They were well content to be returning because they were to
spend the next few months in the pleasantest place they knew,
the great farm at Sockburn-on-Tees . They were both anxious to
4. Pausset op. cit. pp. 245-260.
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see Mary fiubchinson and on landing, made for there directly
and settled down to enjoy the summer.
Coleridge arrived in England at the end of June but no
one heard from him totil the news that William was dangerously
ill roused him from his silence, and on October 26, he appeared
at Sockbum, and, as was his wont, made a rapid conquest of all
hearts. At once he realized the love of William and Mary, and
Mary became, like Dorothy his "sister”. His insatiable craving
for love and sympathy drew him irresistibly to Sara Hutchinson
and at this time, began that fervid passion that of all his
many loves went the deepest and lasted longest.
Soon after Coleridge ^s arrival, William recovered and the
two friends joined by John Wordsworth, returned from one of his
distant cruises, started on a walking tour of the Lake country.
Yfilliam who had always loved Grasmere found a smsl 1 house
vacant there and, after consulting Dorothy, rented it and before
the end of the year William and Dorothy were settled in their
new home at Dove Cottage.®
6. DeSellncourt
,
Dorothy Wordsworth pp. 100-108.
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CHAPTER VII
Dove Cottage
Dove Cottage, the unpretentious little house, which be-
came the first Grasmere home of William and his sister in those
days when they were still sols companions is still standing.
It is situated on the right of the highway, just on the entry
into Grasmere, on the road from Rydal, the old coach road, a
little distance beyond the ”V/ishing Gate" and at the part of
the village called Town End. It overlooks from the front the
beautiful lake of Grasmere and behind is a small garden and
orchard in which is a spring of pure water, round which the
primroses and daffodils bloom. Altogether it was an ideal
place for the enthusiastic young couple. Prom the orchard are
vieviTS almost unrivalled of mountain, vale, and lake enbracing
the extensive range from Helm Cray and the vales of Easedale
and V/ythburn, down to the wooded heights of Loughrigg. Words
cannot do justice to the idyllic sweetness and beauty of this
poet’s home, as it must have been when Wordsworth described
his chosen retreat as the
"Loveliest spot that man hath ever found.
Wordsworth’s satisfaction at finding himself, at length,
in this his first permanent peaceful abode is expressed in
"The Recluse". It will be observed that the poet’s ardent
1. Wordsworth op. clt
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attachment to his sister was in no degree abates^, and that he
ungrudgingly bestowed on her the generous praise which she de-
served.
"On Nature’s invitation do I come.
By Reason sanctioned. Can the choice mislead
That made the calmest, fairest spot on earth.
With all its unappropriated good
My own, and not mine only, for with me
Entrenched - say rather, peacefully embowered —
Under yon orchard, in yon humble cot,
A younger orphan of a home entinct.
The only daughter of my parents dwells;
Aye, think on that, my heart, and cease to stir;
Pause upon that, and let the breathing frame
No longer breathe, but all be satisfied.
Oh, if such s ilence be not thanks to God
For what hath been bestowed, then where, where then
Shall gratitude find rest^ Mine eyes did ne'er
Fix on a lovely object, nor my mind
Take pleasure in the midst of happy thought.
But either she, whom now I have, who now
Divides with me that loved abode, was there.
Or not far off. Where’er my footsteps turned.
Her voice was like a hidden bird that sang;
The thought of her was like a flash of light
Or an unseen companionship, a breath
Oil ' T
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p
Or fragrance independent of the wind.
"
The early years at Grasmere were signalized by calm
enjoyment no less than active industry, Dorothy’s life re-
tained its characteristic unselfishness and its devoted ministry.
Though they were still poor it did not detract from their I
happiness but probably served to promote it. Dorothy was
engaged very much in domestic duties, doing a considerable
part of the work about the house virithout a thought of discon-
tent. Her poetic enthusiasm and cultured mind did not unfit
her for the common duties of life or detract from her high
sense of duty and service. Notwithstanding, however, her
other duties, Dorothy found time to help William. As his
amanuensis she wrote or transcribed his poems, read to him, and
accompanied him on his daily walks. She had also that rare
gift of the perfect companion of being able to be silent with
and for him.^
Coleridge joined them for a month in the spring of 1800,
j
and at the end of June he had returned bringing his wife and
little Hartley to stay till July 23, then he moved on to Greta i
I
Hall, Keswick, where the Wordsworths had found a house for him.
i
!
1
Thus the old Intimate life was resumed. Dally intercourse, as
i
at Alfoxden, was not possible, for they were separated by '
thirteen miles of mountain road; but if their meetings were not 1
2. Ibid The Recluse p. 222 Lines 70-94
3. Lee op. cit. pp. 73-77.
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so frequent, they were more prolonged, lasting, as a rule,
several days. ’;?hen they were parted letters passed daily be-
tv/een them, but at any hour Coleridge might burst in upon them
and he was always welcome. Additions to the forthcoming "Lyr-
ical Ballads” or other verse written since his last visit must
be read to him and the new "Preface" now in the process of com-
position had to be discussed. And if, too seldom, he brought
with him a fresh poem of his own, his talk, at least was alive
with poetic suggestion. The following entries in Dorothy’s
"Journal are typical;
"Aug. 31(1800). At 11 o’clock Coleridge came, when I was walk-
ing in the still clear moonshine in the garden. He came over
Helvellyn. Wm. was gone to bed, and John also.^ We sate and
chatted till half -past three, Wm. in his dressing gown. C.
read us a part of "Christabel" . Talked much about the mountains
etc. etc.
September 1. V/e walked in the wood by the lake. W. read
’Joanna’ and the ’Pirgrove’ to Coleridge. They bathed. The
morning was delightful, with something of an autumnal freshness.
After dinner Coleridge discovered a rock-seat in the orchard.
Cleared away the brambles. Coleridge obliged to go to bed
after tea .... The evening somewhat frosty and grey but very
pleasant. I broiled Coleridge a mutton chop, which he ate in
bed. Wm. was gone to bed. I chatted with John‘S and C till
4. (John was visiting the Wordsworths at that time)
t
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near 12
.
Oct. 4. Coleridge came in while we were at dinner, very wet.
We talked till twelve o'clock. He had sate up all the night
before writing essays for the newspapers ... Exceedingly de-
lighted with second part of 'Christabel '
.
Oct. 5. Coleridge read ' Christ abel' a second time; we had in-
creasing pleasure. A delicious morning. Wn. and I were em-
ployed all the morning in writing an addition to the 'Preface'
Yi/m. went to bed, very ill after working after dinner ....
Oct. 6. A rainy day. Coleridge intending to go, did not get
off. We walked after dinner to Rydale. After tea read 'The
Pedlar'. Determined not to print 'Christabel' with the L.B.”^
But the joy v/hich Coleridge brought to brother and sister
was soon to be tempered with keenest sorrow. On Dec. 20, (1800)
is the significant entry ’’Coleridge came. Very ill, rheumatic,
feverish. Rain incessantly”^ With all his immense vitality,
and his capacity for spasmodic bursts of physical energy,
Coleridge's health had never been robust. An acute attack of
rheumatic fever in his schooldays left him with a constitutional
tendency to all ills aggravated by a damp climate. This had
been the reason for his addiction to opium. He had taken the
drug in the Nether Stowey days without harmful results; but now,
reading in a medical journal that laudanum was an infallible
5. Journals op. cit. pp. 47,48,52.
6. Ibid op. cit. p. 60
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reraedy for swellings of the knee, he had regular recourse to ii
it, and rapidly hecame its slave. This disastrous habit des-
troyed a will already weak by nature, and engendered deceit
and suspicion of others, which gradually undermined his rela-
tions with his dearest friends.
With the wreckage of his physical health came the growing
discord of his home life. His marriage, for which Southey and
pantisocracy had been largely responsible, had brought him
little happiness e:xcept for the love of this little son. Hartley
Vifilliam and Dorothy were not as close to him as they had been
at Alfoxden and he realized more and more how empty his married
life was. In Sara Hutchinson, too, he had found the sympathy
and complete understanding that he missed at his own hearth.
Naturally Mrs. Coleridge noticed all this and when he was at
home made his life a torment by her reproaches. In a letter
written to Mary Hutchinson in April, 1801 Dorothy tells her of
Coleridge’s distress and the depth of their sympathy for him.'^
In November of 1801 Coleridge went to London to work for
"The Morning Post". In Dorothy’s "Journal" v/e read how anxious
and sorry she Was for Coleridge at this time. Coleridge wrote
them the most gloomy letters from London although his health
did not appear to be in too desperate condition and he seemed
to take delight in arousing their pity. In the following March
he reappeared at Grasmere and Dorothy remarks in her "Journal"
how strange and half stupefied he seemed. After Coleridge went
7. D.W. to M.H. April 27th 1801
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I
to bed, she and William sat up late and it was then she learned
fdr the first time of Coleridge's slavery to opium. Later in
the mohth he visited them again and repeated "the verses he
v;rote to Sara" which were the first version of the "Ode to
Dejection" truly heartbreaking in their revelation of his weak-
ness and mental suffering. But in the company of William and
Dorothy he could still forget his troubles andthey had many
happy meetings during the summer.
The tender affection v/lth which Dorothy writes of Coleridge!
I
had led som.e readers to conclude that he held first place in
her heart and that a frustrated passion for him was the secret
|
I
tragedy of her life. That Dorothy loved Coleridge with a depth
j
of devotion of which few human beings are capable and that his I
I
later deterioration under the influence of opium was the most
j
harrowing sorrow of her life, cannot be questioned; but if her
j
^
jlife had its tregedy, it was not that she loved Coleridge, but
rather that her passion for her brother was so intense as to
preclude her from feeling for any man an emotion v/hich would
have satisfied the physical as well as the spiritual side of
|
her nature. Coleridge himself must have realized this absorp-
i
tion in William: frank and open as she v/as, she could not have I
concealed from him the character of her feeling for either of
them. As we have already seen her influence upon both his
vn?itings and his life was the result of her love for him as a
brother, just a little less dear than William.®
8. DeSelincourt op. clt. pp. 110-152
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In speaking of the "Journals" of Dorothy Y/ordsworth
written during the years lSOl-1803 Professor Knight remarked,
"These journals vi?ere a singularly Interesting record of plain
living and high thinking" of very plain living, and of very
lofty thought, imagination, and feeling. They were the best
possible commentary on the poems belonging to that period; be-
cause they showed the manner of life of brother and the sister,
the character of their daily work, the Influences of Nature to
^
which they were subjected, the homeliness of their ways, and
the materials on which the poems were based, as well as the
sources of their inspiration. One reads in these journals the
tales of travelling sailors and pedlars who came through the
lake country, of gipsy women and beggar boys, which were after-
ward, if not immediately, translated into verse. Then the
whole scenery of the place and its accessories, the people of
Grasmere Vale, Wordsvrorth’ s neighbors and friends, were photo-
graphed in that journal. The Church, the lake, its Island,
John’s Grove, White Moss Common, Point Rash Judgment, Easedale,
Dunmail Raise — everything given in clearest outline and vivid
color. Dorothy’s delineations of Nature in these daily jottings
were quite as subtle and minute, quite as delicate and eithereal
as anything in her brother’s poems. One sees, too, the sister’s
rare appreciation of her brother’s genius, amounting almost
to a reverence for it; and her continuous self-sacrifice that
she might foster and develop her brother’s powers. Another
interesting fact disclosed in those journals was the very slow
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I
growth of many of the poems, such, for example, as "Michael”
I
and the "Excursion” and the constant revisions to which they j
were subjected”^
All this time visits and communications to Sockburn had
been frequent through no formal engagement between V7illiam and
Mary seemed to have been made. In October, 1801, the prelimin-
aries of peace with Prance v/ere opened. During the last three
months of the year the Hutchinsons were at Grasmere and in
February and March, Annette and William were in correspondence.
On July 8th, after the Treaty of Amiens had been signed,
“•'illiam and Dorothy started on a trip to France. Here they
met Annette and she was only too glad to grant William the
freedom which she now desired as much as he.^^
The sonnet on Westminster Bridge which was an outcome of
this trip shov/s only too clearly the connection betv/een William
poetry and Dorothy’s prose. In her journal she writes "left
London between five and six o’clock of the morning, outside
the Dover coach. A beautiful morning. The city, St. Paul's
vi th the river -- a multitude of boats — made a beautiful
sight as we crossed Westminster Bridge; the houses not overhung
by their clouds of smoke, and were spread out endlessly; yet
the sun shone so brightly, with such a pure light, that there
was something like the purity of one of Nature’s own grand
Lee op. cit. pp. 80-82
10. Burra op. cit. pp. 92-93
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The sonnet goes:
"Earth hath not anything to show more fair;
Dull wDuld he be of soul who could pass by
A sight so touching in its majesty;
This City now doth, like a garment, wear
The beauty of the morning; silent, bare.
Ships, towers, domes, theaters, and temples lie
Open unto the fields, and to the sl<y;
All bright and glittering in the smokeless air.
Never did sun more beautifully steep
On October 4, 1802, William Wordsv/orth and Mary Hutchinson
were married and it was in a spirit of tranquill happiness that
Dorothy welcomed Mary to the home at Grosmere. To attain it i
was a triumph of spirit which those only can realize v/ho have
entered with imaginative sympathy into her emotions of the last
five years. But she had her reward in a love only less wonder-
ful than that v/hich she inspired in William. For half a century;
11 . Journals of Dorothy Wordsworth Book II ppl 144*145
12. Wordsworth Westminster Bridge p. 284.
In his first splendor, valley, rock, or hill;
Ne’er saw I, never felt, a calm so deep I
The river glideth at his own sweet will:
Dear God I the very houses seem asleep
And all that mighty heart is lying still.
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she was to live with Mary under the same roof, and in the same
devoted service. In Mary she had a friend viio knew what
William was to her, and, with an unselfishness no less than her
own, was ready to share hushand, children, all that was most
precious
Thus William’s marriage only introduced into the circle
another kindred spirit and did not to any extent deprive him
of the society of his sister. V/ordsworth was indeed fortunate
to have these two high-souled and appreciative women to encircle
him v/ith their love and minister to, him, to stimulate to lofty
thought and high endeavor, what wonder that his life and v/ork
attained a fulness and completion seldom reached^
Now that Dorothy had the constant companionship of Mary
she had less inclination to write in her "Journals" and her
correspondence becomes once more the chief source of our in-
formation. To Jane she v/rote less often, her fullest and most
intimate letters were now to Mrs. Clarkson, to whom, as the
friend also of William and Coleridge, and more over, one v^-ho
knew and loved the dear Lake country she could pour out readily
all that concerned her. They had met soon after Dorothy was
settled at Dove Cottage, but their friendship dated from about
a year later and their intimacy had been of rapid growth be-
cause of Mrs. Clarkson’s great admiration for William’s poetry.
William’s first son was born on June 18th and it is in her
13. Lee, Dorothy Wordsworth p. 105.
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letters to Mrs. Clarkson we discover her love and enjoyment of
the new arrival . In fact for many years to come, Johnny,
and the sisters and brothers that followed him into the
world, were a theme upon which Dorothy was most voluble. To
Dorothy, as to many others of nervous, anxious temper the baby
brought a sense of healing calm and made her forget her anxietleiS
about her brother and Coleridge.
About this time Sir George and Lady Bearaont, who were
prominent figures among the London intelligentsia, had come to
Kesvifick and taken rooms in the unoccupied part of Greta Hall.
For a few days Sir George disliked Coleridge intensely, but
then fell a victim of his eloquence and Coleridge became attache*:
to him and his charming wife. Naturally the Beaumonts heard of
''^'ordsworth and before he left. Sir George bought a small propert;i
at Applethwaite at the foot of Skiddaw to present to Wordsworth
where he and Coleridge might be together. The plan was not
fulfilled, but Dorothy v/as deeply affected by the generous im-
pulse that had prompted it and she and Lady Beaumont began a
correspondence iitiich lasted for three years before they met.^^
14. De .Selincourt
,
op. cit. pp. 152-160
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CHAPTER VIII
Tour in Scotland
About the middle of August, Dorothy, William, and Coleridge
set off on their memorable six weeks tour of Scotland. Of the
dally incidents of this journey and the impressions and reflec-
tions caused by it
,
Dorothy has given us an excellent account.
The manner of their tr©.velling was altogether in keeping with
the humble character of their lives. The Irish car and the
ancient steed were not calculated to afford much luxury and ease^
but they did not intend a fashionable holiday. Their very love
of Nature drew them to her wildest solitudes to woo her in her
various moods
^
As they were harvesting for future memories
the deep experiences and lingering harmonies which are reaped
by a loving companionship with Nature; it mattered little to
them that these were frequently obtained at the cost of v/earl-
I
ness and discomfort.
j
No one could have been a more fitting companion for William'
than Dorothy. She not only Idolized him from the depth of her
warm ahd tender heart, but her mind was, as always, sympathetic
with his own, and with a kindred enthusiasm for everything which
they sav/. Her splendid health, also, at this time, and strength
of limb made her such a comrade that this tour became to them
an enduring joy to be remembered all their lives.
In Dorothy’s account of this tour her quickness of observa-
tion is very striking. Nothing seemed to escape her notice.
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It was not only thegeieral aspect of Nature in both storm and
sunshine, and the diversity of scenes, that spoke to them, but
Dorothy’s eye took in the most minute objects. She was alive
to those subtle influences which serve to impart so much to any
i
journey of circumstance. She took with her a v;arm loving
heart, full, for all v/ith v/hom she came in contact, of the milk
of human kindness. She was grateful for little attentions given
or favors bestowed, and touched by those traits of humanity
v/hich makes the whole world kin.
Going by way of Carlisle, the small party entered Scotland
near Gretna and proceeded by Dumfries and the Vale of Nith.
Dumfries, the grave and home of Robert Bums had a m.elanchcly
interest for them, Dorothy saying that ’’there is no thought
surviving of Burns’s life that is not heart depressing.”^
On leaving the valley of the Nith, they felt that they were
Indeed in Scotland. Dorothy’s record is filled with delightful
descriptions of the coimtry and the people they met. Of the
falls of the Clyde she writes "We had been told that Cartland
Crags were better worth going to see than the falls of Clyde.
I do not think so; but I have seen rocky dells resembling these
before, v/ith clear water instead of that like the falls of the
Clyde. It vrould be a delicous spot to have near one’s house...”
The Highlands were entered at Lock Lomond, of which she
1. Journals op. clt. p. 68
2. Ibid op. cit. p. 199.
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says, "One a splendid evening, with the light of the sun dif-
fused over the whole Islands, distant hills, and the broad
expanse of the lake, with its creeks, bays, and little slips
of water among the islands, it must be a glorious sight to see.
Coleridge stayed with them for only the first two weeks of
their trip. On this occasion he did not seem to have been the
desirable companion of old. V/ordsworth said of him that at
that time he v/as in bad spirits, and somev/hat too much in love
v/ith his own dejection.
Many extracts might be taken from this admirable and fas-
tiS>
cinating book of Dorothy’s, but it must be read to be fully
appreciate^'. William and she received Impressions not only
from the natural scenery, but, also, from the simple-minded
and hospitable Highlanders, with whom they met f h) m time to
time. They were so delighted v;ith two Highland girls, in their
fresh, youthful beauty, whom they met at the ferry at Invers-
neyede that V/ordsworth made them the subject of a poem, "To a
Highland Girl"^. Dorothy says, "At this day the innocent
[
I
merriment of the girls, v/ith their kindness to us, and the
|
I
beautiful face and figure of the elder, come to my mind v/hen-
j
ever I think of the ferry-house and the waterfall of Loch
I
Lomond; and I never think of the two girls but the whole image
of that romantic spot is before me -- a living image, as it v/ill
3. Ibid p. 223
4. Wordsworth op. cit p. 297.
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be to my dying day*'.^ The brother's poem is hardly more poetic
than the sister’s prose.
In a somewhat primitive way, and having to contend with
bad roads, accidents to their car and sometimes hard lodgings
and scanty fare, they managed to cover the greater part of the
country, taking in on their way; Inveray, Glen Coe, Loch Tay,
the Pass of Killicrankie, Dunkeld, Callander, back by the
Trossachs to Loch Lomand and Edenburgh. Approaching Loch
Lomond for the second time, Dorothy remarked that she felt it
much more interesting to visit a place where they had been be-
fore than it could possibly be for the first time. By the
lakes they met two women, v/ithout hats, but neatly dressed who
seemed to have been taking their Sunday evening’s walk. One
of them said in a soft, friendly voice ’’What, you are stepping
westward?” She adds ”I cannot describe how affecting this :
simple expression was in that remote place, v;ith the western
sky in front, yet glowing with the departed sun”.^ Later came
William’s poem "Stepping Westward” v/hich the incident inspired.
Not the least memorable part of this tour was a visit to
Sir, then Mr. Walter Scott, who was then unknovm to fame as a
novelist, but v;ho was clever, amiable, and unversally respected?
They also met Rogers in a chance encounter on the road and years
later he recalls hov/ he fell in with Wordsworth, Miss Wordsworth
6. Journals op. cit.
7. Lee op. cit. pp. 107-125.

and Coleridge who v/ere at the same time making a tour in a
vehicle that looked like a cart. Wordsworth and Coleridge were
entirely occupied in talking about poetry; and the whole care
of looking out for cottages where they might get refreshment
and pass the night, as well as of seeing their poor horse fed
and littered, devolved upon MissWordsworth. She was a delight-
ful person, so full of talent, so simpleminded and so modest.®
This report is only another example of the way Dorothy assumed
the responsibility of looking after the material wants of life ^
in order to free Coleridge and William of any responsibility
9beyond their writings.
This tour was rich in results, not only in Dorothy's re-
collections of it but also in the poems of her brother which
managed to preserve the true Highland spirit. Prom almost
every angle the Scottish tour was a success, and, were it not
for Coleridge's defection, it would have been perfect.
8. S. Rogers Table Talk ed. Dyce 1887 pp. 208-9
9. DeSelincourt, Dorothy Wordsworth p. 172.
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CHAFTER IX
Separation from Coleridge
William and Dorothy v;ere delighted to get home once
more and fully enjoyed the autumn season at G-rasmere when the
beauty of the country side was at its height. Coleridge, how-
ever, was a constant source of worry to them. He visited at
Grasmere in December and was taken so ill that he was forced to
be in bed for three weeks where he was lovingly nursed by
Dorothy and Mary. He decided that the only thing which would
restore his health was a stay in some warmer climate and on
his departure he was making plans to spend some time in Malta.
Prom Grasmere he went to Lai don and from there to visit
his good friends, the Beaumonts. In a letter from there he
sent a request for all of William’s manuscript poems and it did
not fall on deaf ears, for their one desire was that, even in
absence, Coleridge should still share with them the best part
of their life . Ever since he had left, William had been hard
at work on that poem in which ”as if to see thee alone in
private talk"^ he related the history of his mind, to that
friend, '*who in my thoughts is ever at my slde."^ For the next
fev; weeks every spare moment was spent in copying. The task
proved more exacting than anticipated. But b^?- March sixth,
Dorothy is able to report to Coleridge that "we have transcribed
1. Wordsworth op. clt . "Prelude"
2. Ibid
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all of William’s smaller poems for you, and begun the poem of
his life and ’The Pedlar’"^ and then goes on to give him the i
intimate details of their cottage life. For another fortnight
,
the fevered copying went on, and the date of Coleridge’s depart-’
i
ure drew nearer and Dorothy’s fears increased, lest the precious
volumes should not be ready for him in time; her mind was not I
at ease until she heard of their safe arrival in London.
"Thinking of his banishment" she wrote to Mrs. Clarkson "his
loneliness, the long distance he will be from all the human
beings that he loves, it is one of my greatest consolations that
he has those poems with him."'^
Again we have proof of Dorothy’s unselfish devotion to
Coleridge. Nothing was too much work which would help him
and make the time pass more quickly. It was a love which gave
everything and demanded nothing and to her Coleridge owed an
Irrlparable debt.
On April ninth, he left Portsmouth in the Speedwell, bound
for Malba. On the fourteenth Dorothy opened a correspondence
with Lady Beaumont ostensibly to thank her for the gift of a
cask of ale, but her real theme was their dear absent friend.
Before she had finished her letter the post arrived with a
farewell missive from Coleridge "concluded in the moment when
the ship was going to sail." It was like another parting to us"
she added, "when we were assured that the last step was taken.
4. D.W. to C.C. Mar. 24, 1804
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CHAPTSR IX
Life at Grasmere
I
The death by drowning of John Wordsworth in February, 1805,
was a great sorrow to the Wordsv/orth family. After Dorothy and i|
Vi/illiara had settled at Dove Cottage, John had paid them a long .
visit of eight months. A kinship of thought and feeling added
j
to warm natural affections bound together these three persons i
in mutual love more than usually devoted. Coleridge had said
:
of John, "Your brother John is one of you -- a man who hath
solitary usings of his own intellect, deep in feeling, with a '
subtle tact, and swift instinct of true beauty". Dorothy was
i
1
particularly affected by John's death. In a letter to Sir
George Beaumont, Wordsworth writes, "I shall do all in my pov/er
j
to sustain my sister under her sorrow, which is, and long will
be, bitter and poignant. We did not love him as a brother
merely, but as a man of original mind, and an honor to all about
I
him. Oh', dear friend, forgive me for talking thus. We have !
had no tidings of Coleridge. I tremble for the moment when he
is to hear of my brother's death; it will distress him to the
heart, and his poor body cannot bear sorrow. He loved my
brother and he knows ho?/ we at Grasmere loved him."^
Early in November of 1805, Dorothy and William, started off
on a week's tour to explore the Ullswater region. Dorothy
v/rote a journal of this tour as she had of the one in Scotland
and it has her same vivid beauty of feeling and expression that
liC.. •
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characterizes all her work. It is on this trip that Willian
I
got the inspiration for one of the finest passages in "The
Excursion" when he heard the story of an old man vh o when lost
in a storm found shelter in the remains of a chapel at Patter-
dale. Perhg: s the most enjoyable part to Dorothy was their
trip to Bid ughara Castle where she had spent so much time in her
childhood. So the companionship of brother and sister continued.
Despite all other ties which held him, Wordsworth never found
anyone who could take the place of his beloved Dorothy.
In 1806, Sara Hutchinson came to Grasmere and for the rest
of her life was to make her home with the Wordsworths. Mary
was her favorite sister, Dorothy, her closest friend, and her
chief interests and sympathies were bound up with theirs.
In the meantime they were much worried about Coleridge
whom they had been expecting since the previous May, but it
was not until August fifteenth that they heard he had arrived
in Portsmouth. It was not until the latter part of September,
however, that they heard from Mrs. Coleridge that he was ex-
pected in Keswick, but they finally left for Coleorton where
they had been invited by the Beaumonts without seeing him. How-
ever, they met him at Kendal and were shocked and saddened at
the change in him. He was like a different person. But at
Christmas time he arrived at Coleorton with little Hartley and
stayed for two months. Dorothy was very happy to have his
companionship once more, and, when in the evenings that followed
William read aloud the poem written to Coleridge during his
-I'2-
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Yns:: . s.'H'xorsb'ioV: oxtl liliv; oiflon xon oiBifi o1 bbw olIX T:orl *lo
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rllXw cu bituocf o'-jo?; soIrllfiqwYS clcen-oInX lolrio
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If lud . s'.' r.uoivsiq ofll oon.’ 3 • illooqno nood bM,i Y.^d^ roilv/
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^'todnial^’TOb 'lo Insq lol.lcl orll lilm/ uox; ssv/ 11 .dJi/crx tno'I fXj^,
-KO .-irv.' »ri 1sr:il o-nslirloO .sn^ triQil bison 'onl isf." .lovowori
e.'v; ; noJiooIob^ lo" liel y;II/^J'l Yorfi iffd ,-'oIraoA nl bolooq
-wc:! . "jil 3X1 .; oos lirofll iw 3lncrr;fsofi oxll vI Xollvnl nood 'bs..‘
\.f;xl1
Is bonoi'^bxa AXte bo>r;>oda ti*Hv X;ns r.sbnoJI 1b rlx: lom ^lovo
1-j 1ix8 .fiosioq 1 x1010 l*xZ'£) s o^ZI sow oil *ciixi nl. orfi
r\
bns -vn.*!! dliw noiiooIoO In beviiis gu’ ofall ap.Tlaiiri
<»
,
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cXxl j^.-i-tiub esbiiOloO oi nodIXiw ntoo.q o:(d,.buoIs bso'i
absence and around them was the happy circle of beloved faces,
Mary, Dorothy, and Sara, it seemed as if they were taking up
the old life of comradeship* But this was not to be* A change
had come over Coleridge*
"a sense of past youth and manhood come in vain
And genuis given, and knowledge won in vain."^
Over-indulgence in alcohol and narcotics had begun to undermine
his affections and to play havoc with his moral sense and he
was subject to moods in which love and gratitude were crossed
with resentment and jealousy. In his private note books to
which he committed his thoughts are fears and suspicions which
make pitiful reading* In his friends company he becomes silent,
moody, and reticent* William voiced his sense of the change in
"a Complaint"
"a well of love — it may be deep
I trust it is, — and never dry;
What matter, if the waters sleep
In silence and obscurity.
Such change, and at the very door
Of my fond heart, both made me poor."^
Dorothy felt the change no less deeply. For a time she
thought the cause of it was the renewed difficulties with his
wife, but, whereas, in the old days the greater Coleridge’s
distress the more whol©'-heartedly he sought their sympathy, he
now shrank more and more into himself. A few months later
Dorothy had to make the bitter confession that they had long
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experlence at Coleorton that it was not in their power to make
him happy.
At the end of February he went off to London to visit
Montagu and here Vvilliam and Mary joined him in April. On
his return to Coleorton, William brought Scott with him for a
fev/ days visit and on Scott’s departure, brother and sister
accompanied him part of the way home. In June the whole family
I
I
set out again for Grasmere and broke the journey for a fortnight^!
at Halifax where Dorothy had great pleasure in renewing old
friendships. On their return they found Dove Cottage so cromdedi
I
that they made arrangements to lease a larger home which would
;
not be ready for six months
. i
In the November of 1807, DeQuincey paid the Wordsworths !
his first visit, and his account of it with his description of
Dorothy is one of the most trustworthy of his reminiscences.
j
His portrait of Dorothy and the insight which he shov/s as to
j
her influence on her brother is worthwhile quoting. ’’Her face
|
was of Egyptian brown; rarely in a woman of English birth had '
I seen a more determinate Gypsy tan. Her eyes were not soft, I
I
nor were they fierce and bold; but they were wild and startling, '
and hurried in their motion. Her manner was warm, and even
j
ardent; her sensibility seemed constitutionally deep; and some
|
I
subtle fire of impassioned intellect apparently burned within
j
1. Coleridge To. a Gentleman Stanzas 3 & 4 p. 213
2. Wordsworth op. cit. ”A Complaint” Stanza 3 p. 343
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. t
her This was Miss Vi<ordsworth, the only sister of
the poet — his 'Dorothy' who naturally owed so much to the ;
life-long Intercourse with her great brother, in his most soli-
;
tary and sequestered years; but, on the other hand, to whom he
had acknowledged obligations of the profoundest nature; and, in *
particular, this mightly one, through which we also, the admireri
'
I
and worshippers of this great poet, are become equally her
,
debtors — that whereas the Intellect of Wordsworth was by its |
i
original tendency, too stern too austere, too much enamoured of
j
an ascetic harsh sublimity, she it was, -- the lady v/ho paced
by his side continually through sylvan and mountain tracts —
in Highland glens and in the dim recesses of German charcoal
burners -- that first couched his eye to the sense of beauty,
humanized him by the gentler charities, and ingrafted with her
delicate female touch those graces upon the ruder growths of
his nature, v/hich have since clothed the forest of his genius
with a foliage corresponding in loveliness and beauty to the
strength of its boughs and the masslness of its trimks".^
In June, 1808, the Wordsworths moved into Allan Bank, a
large new house with commanding views of the lake and valley
where, in September, a second daughter was born to Wordsworth.
Before the end of the month Coleridge, by now the victim of an
elaborate persecution complex had joined them. In the previous
February news that he had broken dov/n in London reached Wordswort!
3. DeQuincey Reminiscences pp. 276-278.
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and he hurried there and devoted a month to the thankless task
of trying to help him. Since then correspondence had passed
which proved that Coleridge was no longer normally responsible
for v/hat he wrote; but still persisting in the attempt to save
what was still their most treasured fiiendship, they exposed
themselves to bitter criticisms for his sake. For it was clear
to them that nothing v/as so much wanting as the courage finally
to separate from his wife, and though aware of the criticism
they took the new house partly with the object of giving him a
separate home.
Life at Allen Bank was chaotic for there was no income to
meet the expense of their larger q;. arters. "The Vi/hite Doe of
Rylston” was finished, but, in spite of the good reasons urged
by Dorothy, William refused to consider its publication. Mean-
v/hile during the last months of the year Coleridge mused over
his plans for "'^he Friend" and V/ordsworth was hard at work on
the "Convention of Cintra" which was published in May, 1809.
"The Friend" appeared at last in June, and continued fitfully
till the following March. Sara Hutchinson, who set herself to
bear the combined strain of being loved and tormented, took
down nearly the whole work at Coleridge’s dictation, and when
she departed, broken in health, there was little hope of its
continuing. In May, 1810 Coleridge returner to his v;ife at
Keswick, in order to be out of the way when Mary gave birth to
her third son, William. He passed by Allen Bank in October, on
the way to London with the Montagus and a few days later his
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mania for self torment reached its tragic climax v/hen he seized
a tactless remark of Montagu’s as an excuse for making a break
with the Wordsworths. It was six months before they realized
the situation and they had moved from Allen Bank to the rectory
in the meantime. After over a year of miserable perplexity and
despair over the reports that reached them, William was unable
to endure it any longer, and in May, 1812 went up to London
where, at last, through the mediation of their friend Crabb
Robinson, a reconciliation was effected. But the passionate
intemacy of early years was gone beyond recall.'^ i
I
The loss of Coleridge’s friendship v/as a severe blow to '
C>orothy, for he shared a place in her heart, mind, and Interests
second only to William’s and it was sad, indeed
,
for her to
see their companion of early years dissipating the fine gifts
which he possessed and removing himself entirely from their
love and influence.
’jVhile Wordworth was still in London his little daughter
Catherine died suddenly in her fourth year. Thomas v/ho was six,
contracted measles and followed her. These successions of grief
did much to age Wordsworth and darken his life and he decided
to leave the unhealthily situated rectory where two such un-
happy years had been passed.
In March, 1813, their financial anxieties were relieved by
Willaim’s obtaining through Lord Lonsdale, the office of
4. Durra Wordsworth pp. 111-113.
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Dlstrlbutor of Stamps for Vi/estmorland which meant an increase
in their income of about four hundred pounds a year. On the
first of May they moved to Rydal Mount which v/as to be their
home for the rest of their lives.
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CHAPTER XII
Rydal Mount
Rydal Mount was a modest mansion v/ith a beauty of situation
and surroundings difficult to equal. The house stood in an
elevated position on a plateau on the south side of Neb Scar.
On the side of the house vms a walk called Upper Terrace and
from here the views were exceedingly lovely. Imjtnediately in
front v/as Rothay Valley backed by the richly wooded heights of
Loughrigg with Windermere in the distance, a light thrown into
the picture in the winter season and in the simmer a beautiful
feature, changing v/ith every hue of the sky.
From the time of their settling at Rydal Mount the outward
life of Dorothy was passed v/ithout much change. After the
trials which had preceded, life in this pleasant home appears
to have been unbroken by sorrow for many years, but we can see
from Dorothy's letters that Willlsjtn and his v/crk was still the
first objects of her thought and affection. His friends had
alv/ays been her friends and hov/ fortunate had been the selection,
hobert Southey was a frequent visitor, Charles and Mary Lamb
when they could be lured from their beloved London stayed with
them, and Charles Lloyd became a neighbor and friend. Later
De Qulncey, the intellectual opium eater. Joined their group;
Dr. Arnold of Rugby fame settled within stone's throw of Rydal
Mount and the Beamonts remained close friends and admirers,
’'•'ordsworth' s genius attracted some of the finest minds, of the
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day and Dorothy was very happy in such company.
In 1820, Dorothy accompanied her brother and his wife,
their relatives, the Monkhouses, and Crabbe Robinson on a lengthy
tour of the continent. The outcome of this was "Memorials of
a Tour on the Continent published by Wordsworth in 1822, a charm-
ing record of their journey.^
After 1826, Dorothy’s health failed rapidly and, if 1832,
she suffered an attack of brain fever from the effects of which
she never fully recovered. From that time on her mind was
clouded and all kinds of suggestions and reasons have been given
for this breakdown from secret frustration to having worn her-
self out from too many long walks. But it was not sorrow or
,
tragedy that unhinged her delicately poised mind; it snapped
under the strain of having been obliged to support for so long
arumber of quiveringly intense impressions.^
1. DeSelincourt
,
Dorothy Wordsworht pp. 160-168
2. Lee p. 187
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CHAPTER XIII
Conclusion
The influence of Dorothy on Wordsworth and Coleridge, as
we have seen, was a very important and it is satisfactory to
note that both men were aware of it. In a letter to a friend
written in August, 1833 Coleridge says, ’"Dorothy Wordsworth, the
sister of our great Poet is a woman of Genius, as well as of
manifold acquirements; and but for the absorption of her whole
soul in her Brother’s fame and writings would perhaps, in a
different style, have been as great a poet as himself."^
She was certainly a vo man of genius but she saw herself
clearly when she said she v/as only "half a poet". Poetic feel-
ing she had in abundant measure. Her quicker observation
pointed out to Wordsv/orth and Coleridge things which might have
escaped their notice, but theirs was the ability to put it into
poetry
That Dorothy was in love with Coleridge seems absurd in
the light of a close study of their lives. She did her best to
advance Coleridge’s genius and watched with a breaking heart his
degradation brought about by drugs and drink. She v/ltnessed
w.1th sorrow the estrangement between her brother and her friend
brought up chiefly by unfortunate accident but mainly by
Coleridge's suspicions which today would be called a "persecu-
1. S.T.C. to A.S. Aug. 1833.
2. T.Maynard Wordsworth’s Exquisite Sister Cath. V\forld Aug.l93:>.
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tion complex" induced by his habits. She rejoiced in the re-
conciliation although it proved to be only partial. It is cer-
tain that Dorothy was not in love with Coleridge but that rathe]’
she loved him as unselfishly as she loved William.
No one appreciated or acknowledged the influence of his
sister more freely than Wordsworth. His poetry is filled mth
expressions of his love and appreciation of her. During his
!
early life, Dorothy played a predominant part in the life of
her brother and thus was to a great extent instrumental in
introducing the new evangel of sd ng by which that century’s
literature was uplifted. The elevating presence of such a wom-
an, in the delightful and close relationship of sister, was to
a man of Wordsv/orth' s character in itself an inspiration. If
it be good to look upon Nature with a reverential eye, seeing
therein the Creation of God brought near, then to this poet, as
Nature’s high priest and interpreter is due the gratitude of
all poetry-lovers. As the close companion and stimulator of
this great poet during the years of preparation and discipline,
we owe it indirectly to Dorothy Wordsworth that Nature has be-
come to us, so much more than she was to our forefathers, has
been revealed in a clearer and brighter light; that she speaks
to us in a new language, calling us away from the lower cares
of life and uplifting is to a higher soul, making us capable of
higher good, of nobler endeavor, of capacities for enjoyment
before unknown --keener, more satisfying, and more enduring.
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Although Dorothy Wordsworth lived until 1855, and for the
last few years was practically an invalid, it is not with
thoughts of sadness that our reflections on such a helpful
j
career as hers should be closed. It is better to turn our
I
j
thoughts away from the intervening period of age and illness.
!
Dorothy Wordsworth should live in our minds as she was in her
eager-spirited youth, when in company with her belovedcompanions
Coleridge and V/ordsv/orth, she bounded over familiar hills and
roamed by the mountain streams, a youth of beauty and buoyance
joy# because it was full of love, goodness, generous sym-
pathy, and unselfish devotion.
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DIGEST OF THESIS
The Influence of Dorothy Wordsworth on Coleridge and Words-
worth is a very important one. As is on!;.y natural, Dorothy’s
influence on her brother was much greater and covered a much
j
longer period of time, but the years in which Coleridge shared
|
I
her companionship with William were the years in which Coleridge
j
I
I
did his finest work. This influence of Dorothy may be easily 1
!
traced in a study of her journals, letters written by all three
of them, and in the poetry of both Coleridge and Wordsworth.
I
Dorothy and Willi an were separated in early childhood and
it was not until Dorothy was sixteen that, in summer vacations
!
shared at Penrith, she had a brief foretaste of that companion-
ship v;hich was to mean so much to both of them all their lives.
I
V/illiam was already beginning to feel the stirrings of his
I
I
poetic nature and, in Dorothy’s company, found he could express
!
himself as he had never before dared. She, recognizing his
j
' gift, did her best to stimulate and encourage him and with her
i
i
deep love of Nature and even quicker perception, she gave him
eyes, she gave him ears, as he tells us in a poem recalling
!
their early life together.
After graduating from Cambridge, William spent some time
in Prance and when he returned to England, upset by an unfortu-
nate love affair and horror-stricken by the revolutionary scenes
he had witnessed he was a very much disillusioned young man.
He accepted an offer of a cottage at Racedown and settled there
I
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I
with Dorothy to recover from the misery which he had experienced
and v/itnessed. It was the beginning of a happy and fruitful
companionship which was to last all the rest of their lives.
Dorothy had no easy task before her. Her brother was a
sick man mentally and she made it her work to win him back to
his former happy outlook on life and Nature. It was her ex-
quisite appreciation of everything which her senses perceived
which roused in him a like appreciation. In his efforts to give
her delight, he found delight, too, and as he says in "The
Prelude" she literally saved his soul alive. At this critical
period of his life, it was his sister Dorothy who preserved the
poet in him.
While at Racedown, Wordsworth met Coleridge and so impresse
v;as he with this brilliant young man that, there and then, be-
gan a friendship which was an important factor both in their
lives and writings. Each man provided an intellectual stimulus
for the other and Dorothy’s keen perceptive powers and love of
beauty inspired Coleridge as they had Inspired her brother.
Finally to be near Coleridge at Nether Stowey, the V/ordsworths
moved to Alfoxden.
Here began, for the three of them the happiest and certain-
ly, in Coleridge’s case, the most productive, period, in their
lives. Here it was the ’Lyrical Ballads’ were planned and
written, the tragedies ’Osorid’ and ’The Borderers’ finished,
and Dorothy’s ’Journals’ begun. Coleridge calls them three
persons with one soul" and it is an apt description. When they
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were together every impression was heightened. Nature, in all
her aspects, had a new beauty and living, in itself was a de-
light. Certainly they shared a communion of thought. Compare
^orothy’s ’^Journal” with her brother’s "A Night-piece” or
Coleridge's "Christabel” . There is the same appreciation of
Nature, the same keen perception, and, at times, the same phraser
ology. This happy time lasted only about a year but it is a
very important year in the history of English literature.
After leaving Alfoxden, Dorothy, William, and Coleridge set
out on a trip to Cerraany and soon after their arrival they
parted company in order to learn the language. William and
o
Dorothy went to Gaslar, v;hile Coleridge went to Ratzebuig.
Coleridge's ready friendliness helped him to make many contacts,
but the Wordsworths were not so fortunate. It was not a very
happy winter for them, but Dorothy's presence was, as always,
an inspiration to V/illiam and it was during this period that
he wrote his lovely lyrics the ”Lucy” poems, several of which we
know are dedicated to Dorothy.
On their return from Germany the Wordsworths settled at
Dove Cottage in Grasmere, a delightful location in the lake
country, and for the next few years that was their home. Col-
eridge was only thirteen miles away and there was constant visit-
ing back and forth as before. For awhile their companionship
of the old days was resumed but with a difference. Coleridge
was rapidly becoming a hopeless victim of the opium habit and,
less and less, did he contribute poems of his own to be discussedl.
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Hls excesses were beginning to affect his writing ability.
Dorothy’s realization of Coleridge’s weakness was a great sor-
row to her, but she never failed in her interest and love for
him. His deterioration was a real tragedy in her life.
In 1802, William married Mary Hutchinson, a childhood
friend of the Wordsworths, and she was a happy addition to the
household. li-ke Dorothy, her first thought was for William
and it was under the influence of these two fine w> men that
^''ordsworth did his best work. Mary’s presence did not spoil
his companionship with Dorothy and as in the old days, they stilj!
roamed the country together enjoying the beautiful lake region
to the fullest.
About a year after William’s marriage, Dorothy, Coleridge,
and Wordsworth started on their memorable tour of Scotland.
Coleridge, however, proved a poor companion and left them at the
end of two weeks. Dorothy’s "Recollections" of this trip make
delightful reading and are truly Wordsworth in prose. Her des-
criptions of the people whom they met and the places which they
visited are as worth reading as the poetry William wrote of this
same tour. Wordsworth was as blessed in his sister as he was
in his gift of poetry.
After their return from Scotland, friendship with Coleridge
was resumed but it was subtly changing. As a result of drugs
and alcohol he began to develop a "persecution complex” which
resulted in a break with his two dearest friends that was never
really mended. Their loss of Coleridge’s friendship was a deep
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sorrow to the Wordsworths and it was treatment virhich they ill-
deserved. It was v^ell that they still had each other.
Although Dorothy Wordsv/orth’ s later life was overshadowed
with gloom and sickness, it is more pleasant to remember her as
she was in her youth, roaming the countryside v/ith her two be-
loved comrades. Because of her influence on Coleridge and Words-
worth, she v/ill alv/ays remain an important figure in English
literature
.
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